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What follows goes with the teaching “Restoration of the Scriptural Year”, and what I have been
telling People for some time now. Get Prepared! I have talked with people about this in person, in
emails, in teachings, and I have posted it on the Restoration of All Things Network when speaking
on many different topics. I knew the time was short and the need was urgent. But most do not listen
as they do not believe that things will ever change, they are comfortable as a slave in this beast
system. Even in writing this, I expect that many will just cast it aside. But I have done what I can do,
the rest is up to each individual and family to get prepared. I cannot do it for them and we have our
own mishpacha/family/congregation to think about. For those who are trying to get ready, I pray
that what follows will be a help. I have spent a great deal of time trying to gather all of the
information for us, and to be able to share it with others. This is by no means the whole of
everything you need to prepare. But a short teaching and then an attempt meant as a “Help Guide”
so to speak, with some of the supplies and ideas that I have come up with, and what I myself am
doing to prepare. I hope this will be a helpful resource for those who want to, and/or is trying to
prepare, to understand what is needed and to get you in the right thought line. So that you will get
what is needed for you and your family, BEFORE you need it! Everyone needs to understand that
whatever you intend to do to get prepared, do so now with-out delay. Prepare everything you are
able to prepare, and Yahuah will provide the increase, as He is Our Only Refuge.
~ Shalom Yahushua ben Moshe Eliyahu
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------THE PESACH/PASSOVER:
DATE: Aviv 14th 5993 s.c. – Pesach/Passover Day Which is the “Day of Preparation”
WHEN: During YHRIM Pesach/Passover Service around the 11th Hour of the Day
while the Pesach Lamb was roasting.
Below is what Yahuah spoke here on Aviv 14th. I wish I could remember Word-for-Word what
was spoken, but I have written the main part which I could remember and will never forget.

WHAT: Yahuah Declared through Tongues & Interpretation a Message Which stated that

He Is our Protection! And What Follows we are to Listen to! As it is HIS Word Alone.
Then He Gave That Word To Another.

YAHUAHS MESSAGE TO YISRAEL:

GET YOUR STAFF IN YOUR HAND AND YOUR SHOES ON YOUR FEET!
AS THE TIME THAT YOU HAVE WAITED FOR HAS COME!
THIS DAY IS THE END OF THE EXILE OF YISRAEL!
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DATE: Aviv 16th 5993 s.c. – The Day of the Wave Sheaf - On this Day the Priests Waved the Sheaf 1st
Fruits Grain Offering unto Yahuah. Also the Day that Yahushua Arose from the Grave and
took a handful of People (the Wave Sheaf) and appeared before the Father Yahuah with the
sheaf in His Hand.
WHEN: During the YHRIM Aviv 16th Wave Sheaf Service
WHAT: Over the course of a few minutes, Yahuah once again gave me another revelation pertaining to the
70 Weeks of Daniel, which I shared with our congregation.

THE 3RD PROPHECY IN THE 70 WEEKS OF DANIEL & THE 7 YEAR TRIBULATION:
I will try to keep this short. But also attempt to thoroughly explain and share what Yahuah brought
to my mind and then showed me from His Word on this past Aviv 16th over the course of just a few
minutes. Which re-confirms what Yahuah spoke on Pesach/Passover Day, which is listed on page
one. It pertains to the Timeline from Yahuahs Word (Restoration of the Scriptural Year Teaching) I
cannot go over the entire Timeline Teaching, those of you who have heard it know that takes approx
15 hours to teach. (The last part of this message, is on our website as I have it on YouTube for free
viewig.) So I will only pull a few sections which are required to explain this.
The timeline begins with Ahdahm/Adam in Year 1 s.c. (s.c. = Since the Creation of Ahdahm) and
goes through the Word until the year 6000 s.c. which is the end of mans rule. But for the purposes of
this teaching we are going to begin when Yisrael Crossed Yarden/Jordan River in the year 2488 s.c.
This is after the death of Moshe/Moses, and is the 10th Day of Aviv 2488 s.c.

Slide #73 from the “Restoration of the Scriptural Year”

~ Continues on next Page ~
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Avainus Melech/King of Chittim in the 31st Year of his reign, waged war against Edom and
conquered it in the 5th Year since Yisrael crossed Yarden River.
Slide #74 from the “Restoration of the Scriptural Year”

Avianus died in the 38th year of his reign over Chittim, which was in the 7th Year of his reign over Edom.
Slide #75 from the “Restoration of the Scriptural Year”

You’ll notice in the above diagram brings us to the year 2499 s.c, also note that in this year Avianus
Died in the 7th Year of His Reign over Edom (Remember King Avianus, we’ll get back to him
later). It is important to note that this is a Sabbatical Year, the 7th Sabbatical Year in that cycle.
In this same year 2499 s.c. is when Yahushua/Joshua divided the land amongst the 12 Tribes of Yisrael.
The next year was a Yovel/Jubilee Year in 2500 s.c. in which time Yisrael rested in their cities.
Slide #76 from the “Restoration of the Scriptural Year”
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Now what does all of this have to do with the 70 Weeks of Daniel & The 7 Year Tribulation? Two
main points. First let’s look at the connection with this to the 70 Weeks of Daniel. Going back to
Slide #73, it is very important to note what day that Yahushua/Joshua ben Nun and kol/all Yisarel
crossed Yarden/Jorden River. It was the 10th Day of Aviv 2488 s.c. What is this day? It is the day that
the Pesach Lamb is Selected, this is showing us the very beginning of the Preparations of the
Pesach Season.
If it is the Pesach season in Slide #73, then what would 5 years later be in Slide #74? Five years later
again would bring us to the Turn of the Year, Aviv, & the Pesach Season, “…at the time that
melechim go out to battle…” Divre Hayamim Alef/1st Chronicles 20:1. In this case it is speaking of
when Avainus goes out to battle and conquer Edom in the year 2492 s.c.
Now in the teaching I have done on the Restoration of the Scriptural Year, in one part I spoke
about the verses that is written in Daniel 9:24-27. And I explained how the 70 weeks pertained to
this day and time. But I did not have the full understanding, as I thought the 70 weeks that was
written about in these versus were only a dual prophecy. The 1st part speaking about Yahushua’s
first coming, and the 2nd part speaking of His Return.
However there is a 3rd part to this Prophecy that is written in verse 24:
Daniel 9:24 Seventy weeks are determined upon your people and upon your kadosh city, to finish
the transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring
in everlasting tzedakah, and to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the Most Kadosh.
Question#1: Has Yisrael stopped breaking Yahuahs Word and ended sin? No, not fully but the true
remnant is trying to do everything that they know and understand. That part of the verse will not
be fulfilled completely until Yahushua’s return when the fullness of His Word is taught, and
when He rules with a rod of iron.
Question #2: How do you “Finish Transgression”? Transgression means to break commands,
wouldn’t this also be covered under the “end of sins”? OR Is this speaking about when the
National Penalty For Transgression is finished?? Remember Yisrael throughout the Word, over
and over, is judged and chastised as a Nation. Read the book of Shophtim/Judges, or for an easy
example when Yisrael was taken to Bavel/Babylon because the they broke the Land Sabbatical
Years. So they were exiled to Bavel for 70 Years, which was the number of Land Sabbatical Years
they did not keep, meaning they had not kept the Land Sabbatical Year for 500 Years.
When does this penalty of Exile end? Daniel 9:24 “…Seventy weeks are determined
upon your people and upon your kadosh city, to finish the transgression*…” How long is
“70 Weeks”? A Day per Year? Seven Days in a week, 70 weeks times 7 is 490 Years.
BUT What Years?! Just Any Year? Or is the 3rd part of Daniels Prophecy speaking of
490 Sabbatical Years???!!
70 (weeks) x 7 (days in a week) = 490 ? A day per year scenario.
But not just any year, 490 Sabbatical Years.
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How many Total Years would be Covered by 490 Sabbatical Years?
In the beginning of the Restoration of the Scriptural Year teaching, I show what the Word States
on how many Sabbatical Years is in the 6000 Years of mans rule. It is easy to calculate this as seen
at the bottom of Slide #14:
Slide #14 from the “Restoration of the Scriptural Year”

But today we need to know how many years would it take to get 490 Sabbatical Years. Well as seen
above, there is 140 Sabbatical Years in 1000 Total Years, and as mentioned earlier 70 in 500 years.
So 140 (1000 Years) + 140 (1000 Years) + 140 (1000 Years) + 70 (500 Years) = 490 Sabbatical Years in
3500 Total Years. What was Yahuah speaking to us in the 3rd Part of the Prophecy of Daniel? The
end of the 2nd Exile of Yisrael “…to finish transgression…” would be after
490 Sabbatical Years which total is 3500 years, beginning from a particular point in time. This past
year 5992 s.c. was the last Sabbatical Year before Yahushuas Return, and as Yahuah spoke here on
Aviv 14 (which is on page 1) just before the Pesach Meal the EXILE OF YISRAEL HAS ENDED!!!!!
Yahushua/Joshua crossed Yarden River on Aviv 10th 2488 s.c. the exact Day that the Pesach lamb is
selected, 5 Years Later King Avianus conquered Edom and enslaved them in the Year 2492 s.c. This
seems unrelated, but let’s continue further on and it will begin to come into perspective of why
this had to be the Year that this count began.
2492 s.c. + 3500 years (490 Sabbatical Years) = 5992 s.c. – The Last Sabbatical Year in the count of 490
Years or the 3rd part of the 70 Weeks of Daniel.
But why is Avianus and Edom even mentioned????!!!! What does this have to do with Yisrael??!
Who is Avianus a type of? This beast government system, they have conquered Edom which are
who? Edom is the children of Esav and Yishmael, now known as the muslims or islamic Beast!
This Beast government System has conquered the muslims and is using them to their own ends.
This is why all of the different countries in the middle east, their governments being overthrown
and taken over by the muslims. This is the fulfillment of the prophecy of Yitzchak/Isaac to Esav in
Beresheeth 27:40 “And by your sword shall you live, and shall serve your brother; and it shall
come to pass when you shall have the dominion, that you shall break his yoke from off your
neck.” This is the Word being brought forth to life and taking place right before our eyes! They
now have the dominion, and they are now taking over the nations of the earth with the help of and
at the direction of the elites in this beast system. Each thinks they are using the other. The
muslims think they are using the governments and elites to take over nations to enact & enforce
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sharia law. The elites think they are using the muslims to enact a one world government with total
control over the slave population. But what neither of them understand is that both of them is
working for Yahuahs Plan, just as King Avianus did!!
When did the new “King Avianus” type Elites begin to use their control over the muslims which they
have conquered, to overthrow the nations to bring in their one world government? After the
beginning of the 2300 Days of Daniel which began on the 1st Day of Chanukah, the 9th month and 25th
day last year 5992 s.c (dec 30th 2010). The internationally publicized protest which led to the overthrow
of the government and take over by the muslim brother hood/Al-Qaeda was in Egypt, where things
has since deteriorated much further for the actual people living there. This was first broadcast on
international news sometime around jan 25th, which was 10th month 21st day of 5992 s.c.
‘

So if the “King Avianus” type Elites/Governments conquered the muslims last year in 5992 s.c. to
do their bidding, when will this “King Avianus” beast die? At the End of the 1290 & 2300 Days of
Daniel, which both end on Aviv 21st 5999 s.c. when the abomination of desolation is destroyed and
the set-apart place is cleansed.
And just as Yahushua ben Nun is a type of Yahushua ha Moshiach, and divided the land among
the 12 Tribes of Yisrael in 2499 s.c. (which was the 7th Sabbatical Year in that cycle) After Yahushua
returns, sometime between Aviv & Shavuot during the year 5999 s.c. (which is the 7th Sabbatical
Year in the 120th cycle), Yahushua will once again divide the Land of Yisrael among the 12 Tribes!!
Then in the 120th Yovel/Jubilee the year 6000 s.c, Yisrael will rest in their cities, just as they did in
Yahushua ben Nun’s Day in the Year 2500 s.c, again Yahushua ben Nun being a type of
Yahushua ha Moshiach.
Slide #75 from the “Restoration of the Scriptural Year”

.
From the year 2492 s.c. when King Avianus conquered Edom, until last year when this “Avianus
Type” Beast system has conquered and is using Edom in 5992 s.c. (which was a Sabbatical Year) is
exactly 3500 Years or 490 Sabbatical Years (2492 + 3500 = 5992 s.c.) This is the 3rd part of the
prophecy in the 70 Weeks of Daniel. The Exile of Yisrael has now ended by Yahuahs Word, this is
a Great and Awesome time for Yisrael. A time that many generations have looked forward to. But at
the same time we must understand and know, just like when the exile was over in Mitzrayim in
Moshe’s Day, they were prepared to leave, and on the 16th Day of Aviv, the 2nd Day of Chag Matzoth,
they left out of Mitzrayim, which was where all who were alive in those days had been born and
raised, they left the comforts to flee into the wilderness. We must be prepared to do the same.
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How Does the 1st Exodus & the 7 Days of Chag Matzoth/Feast of
Unleavened Bread Show the 7 Year Tribulation?
During YHRIM services on the last day of Chag Matzoth/Feast of Unleavened Bread, Aviv 21st,
Yahuah began to bring more things to my mind about the 7 Year Tribulation. The 7 Days of
Chag Matzoth & The 1st Exodus of Yisrael is a Shadow of the 7 Year Tribulation.
Yisrael will be freed through a series of deliverances, just like in the 1st Exodus. This is easier to
explain in person, but I have tried to make a table below to explain how the 7 Days of Chag Matzoth
is a Shadow of the 7 Year Tribulation. Viewing from left to right, the 1st column is the Restored Year.
The 2nd Column is Which Specific Year of Tribulation. The 3rd column is the What Day of Chag
Matzoth, which is a shadow of that specific Year. The 4th Column is what Yisrael was doing on that
day during the 1st Exodus, which is a shadow of what we will be doing during that year of
Tribulation. The 5th Column is a few verses from the Sefer Yahshar/Scroll of Jasher, I didn’t list all
the verses from Shemoth/Exodus to save space and everyone should be familiar with them anyway.
Year

What Year
of
Tribulation

Day of Chag Matzoth

What was Yisrael doing on that Day

Verse

5992 s.c.

1st

Aviv 15th – 1st Day

Gathered at Ramses & Encamped at Sukkot

Yahshar
81:5

5993 s.c.

2nd

Aviv 16th – 2nd Day

1st Day of their Journey as they Left Mitzrayim

5994 s.c.

3rd

Aviv 17th – 3rd Day

2nd Day since they Left Mitzrayim

7 Month
begins last
3 ½ Years

4th

Aviv 18th – 4th Day

3rd Day since they Left Mitzrayim
Many men of Pharaohs Armies left Mitzrayim/Egypt
During the 3rd day to chase after Yisrael
A Shadow of the flood sent out by the beast at the
beginning of the last 3 ½ Years in Gilyahna/Revelation 12:15

5996 s.c.

5th

Aviv 19th – 5th Day

4th Day since they Left Mitzrayim

Aviv 20th – 6th Day

5th Day since they Left Mitzrayim
The men of Egypt caught up to Yisrael, most likely at the
beginning of the day in the evening when Yisrael was setting
up camp. Yisrael destroyed them. A few fled back to Egypt
and reported to Pharaoh, who then sent out his entire army
and chariots after Yisrael.

5995 s.c.
th

5997 s.c.

5998 s.c.
Through
Aviv 21st
of
5999 s.c.

6000 s.c.
The 120
Yovel /
Jubilee

6th

7th

Aviv 21st 5999 – 7th Day
The Day of Final
Deliverance!
The Physical End of the
1290 & 2300
Days of Daniel
Also the year when Yahushua
Returns and will once again
divide up the land of Yisrael
among the 12 Tribes.
Yisrael will Rest in their Cities
Just as they did in the Days of
Yahushua ben Nun

Yahshar
81:8

Yahshar
81:9-15

6th Day since they Left Mitzrayim
Last day of Chag Matzoth which ended
when they crossed the Sea of Reeds,
At which time All of Pharaohs remaining armies caught up
to Yisrael at the Sea, which was 1,000,000 men according to
Yahuahs Word written in Sefer Yahshar
Who were then destroyed in the sea by Yahuah’s hand.
A shadow of the armies who come against
Yahushua when He Returns, which He Destroys.
The Yovel – Represented by Aviv 22nd Shabbat after
Aviv 21st when Yisrael was Delivered. The Yovel Year is a
time when Yisraelite were to go back to the
lands of their inheritance.

Our Exile has ended, next comes the deliverance from Pharaoh. Then from Mitzrayim, and later from Pharaoh’s armies.
The complete deliverance of Yisrael will be Completed on Aviv 21st 5999 s.c.
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES: A BRIEF BRIEF HIGHLIGHT
I was going to make a video about all of the things that are happening in the earth daily, and what we
as Yisrael should be doing to prepare. A follow up so to speak to the Restoration of the Scriptural Year
teaching. But I have not been able to do so, therefore I’ll go over a few things here, as if I even
attempted to cover them all I could write a 300+ page book, and continually add to it each and every
day. There is so many things happening, you can’t keep up with it, nor does the vast majority of it get
reported on the news. The main stream media is just a hitler type propaganda machine, programming
the people, just like this church system. Which hitler and this government beast system also use the
church as well. The things that hitler done was nothing more than a practice run for what is here now.
But they have had 66 more years to perfect hitlers strategies, and are using new technology to do things
that people are not even aware is possible. If you hide what is possible, then when someone states what
is really happening, people declare “that is impossible” because of lack of knowledge.
Along with studying Yahuahs Word and trying to get out the specific teachings He has made me
understand. I have also been studying and sharing these events in the earth, and the things that this
system is doing, which are the “Signs of the Times” for well over the last year or so. There are so many
things that is on our doorstep which most people don’t even know is possible. Back some months ago,
a brother and his wife which we had spoken with and shared some these things with, sent me a DVD
made by a man named John Moore. He is a former green beret and naval intelligence officer, who is
trying to get out the information which he is aware of, which is some of the “natural events” which the
governments of this earth know is going to happen and has been preparing for since at least the 1970’s
if not long before. I ordered the DVD “Global Warming: What the Government Isn’t Telling You”
with the new update disk, and it goes over some of the highlights which I had already found in my
own research over the past year or so. I recommend everyone see this information, the main DVD was
filmed in 2008, and some of the information which he shares, shows, or states can or will happen, has
now Already Occurred since the recording! Such as the Destruction of the Gulf Stream and the Hard
winters in Britain, Europe, and other countries. I don’t agree with 100% on what he states is going to
cause these things, but I do agree with the outcomes that he states, which confirms for me what I have
found in my own research. I also don’t agree with what he said about how the calendar was changed in
Yahuahs Word. But for the event information, you can order a copy and share it with your
mishpacha/family. Here is his website: http://www.thelibertyman.com/
But you can also watch at least the main DVD for free, because he released it on YouTube, so that
everyone could get this info. It is a 12 part series, but it is worth taking the time to watch, and its free.
Here is the link to Part 1: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpbiuKTtMZo
The rest of the parts will be listed at the end of each video or in the videos listed to the right side of the
screen. Now, as far as where to go, we must trust in Yahuah and pray that He guides us on where to go.
But at the same time we must prepare and do what we can see to do. Yahuah is making this and much
other information available for us to make preparations. Even when the governments try to hide it.
By the way, I am not telling anyone to move to missouri. As a matter of fact, personally I would stay
away from Missouri, Kansas, and Colorado, due to the large military and government industrial
buildup of that entire region.
Also I do not "trust" anyone in the media or government. I am not saying that john moore is lying
about anything. As a matter of fact, I already knew and had confirmed most of the information that
he speaks about, long before I even knew who he was or saw his video. However, it seems to be over
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the top, about how he is steering people to the missouri Ozark region. I have heard others also
pointing people to go to missouri. The only way I would go there is if Yahuah told us Directly, for the
reasons stated previously.
One of the things that he shows in the video, is a map of the united states which is at least very similar to
the maps which have been shown to classified meetings in different branches of the military. (He comes
from the navy, so his contacts are mostly in or retired from the navy.) On this map, there are large
sections that have been colored in blue. The blue sections represent parts of the country that would be
underwater, if there were a sudden ocean level rise. Part of his explanation differs from what I have
researched out. But the end result would be the same. Just as John mentions, there is what the scientists
call the “Ocean Bulge” around the equator of earth. It is literally a bulge of trillions of gallons of water
that is approximately around the equator. He states that earth “rotating” keep this water in place. But
from what I understand, have researched, and seen evidence of. The only force that could keep this
“bulge“ of water in place is Earth’s Magnetic Field. From what I have found in my own research, I believe
this will occur fully when the magnetic field around earth collapses. Will it be to the degree that is
shown? I don’t know. When will it totally collapse? I don’t know, it may be toward the end of the Great
Tribulation. But the magnetic field is weakening, and the poles are moving in ways that have never been
seen before. There has already been evidence of this coming, with the fluctuations in the magnetic field
that have happened and the ocean flooding in countries around the earth. Here is the proposed map of
the U.S. that he shows in his video:

Now I am not saying that this is exactly what is going to happen, or that all of these areas will be
underwater. Only that this map is at least very similar to the map the military branches are showing to
some of their members with the required clearance level.
Remember, this would not be an event isolated to the U.S. The collapse of the magnetic field will be a
worldwide event. But I have not found a global map that shows what this would look like. There may be
maps which people have made, based off this information. If you have found one, please send it to me
and I will look into it. But understand, no matter where on Earth you live, when the magnetic field
collapses, the coast and low lying areas, like the ones shown here in the U.S. Map, will be at risk.
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We also have one ex-military source which confirmed this information to us, and we didn’t even show
them the map. We just asked them some questions, and they told us what it looked like and what it was
about, to a degree. We didn’t find out anything more than what we already knew. But this person has
been a personal confirmation to me that this map is at least very similar to the governments, just as John
Moore states. The beast governments of this earth do believe that this is going to happen at some point.
And from what I have seen, researched, and the events that are taking place, this may be coming soon.
Also if you have researched the events taking place, you should also know about the bunkers, seed
vaults, mass food storage, brand new fully complete “ghost” (empty) cities being built, and many other
signs of preparation, which all the major governments around the earth have been doing for some years.
They are not doing all of this work and spending all the money on these things for no reason. Whatever it
is that they know about, the governments of this earth see it as a threat to their own demise, otherwise
they would not have been making these preparations for so long a time. Which this is all written in the
Word, such as Yeshayahu/Isaiah 2:19 “And they shall go into the holes of the rocks, and into the caves of
the earth, for the fear of YHWH, and for the tifereth of His excellence, when He arises to shake the earth
mightily.” What are these “holes of the rocks“ and “caves of the earth” that the Word speak of? It is the
places that the Elite have prepared for themselves over these years, for whatever threat that they see
coming.
Referring to the U.S. map on the previous page, depending upon the exact circumstances of the event.
This will affect all coastal areas, hundreds of miles inland, plus the entire Mississippi River Valley area,
all the way up to the Great Lakes. This is similar to what would be seen in most countries around the
earth. If the Magnetic Field collapses suddenly, which I honestly expect that it will at some point, the
initial tsunamis that could be created would be unthinkable. They may reach further inland beyond the
“Blue Flood Zone” marked on the map. I do not know for sure, and I don’t think there is any way for
anyone to know for sure. As the times just shortly ahead will be what is written in Daniel 12:1 “…and
there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there was a nation even to that time:…”
From all information and events that is taking place. If I lived anywhere near the coastline, no matter
what part of the world, I would move at least several hundred miles inland, and at a good elevation. And
I would stay out of and away from any major cities. I know this is difficult in some ways, as there are so
many large cities these days, just about everywhere. If possible, the mountain wilderness type locations,
with low population densities will be the best areas to go. If you live in small towns and county, away
from the coast lines, you may be ok for the time being at your location, until Yahuah tells or shows you to
leave. But general preparation is necessary for all Yisrael.
This is something that Kol Yisrael should be currently in constant prayer about. Where does Yahuah
want us to go? We are praying about this daily, and have been for many years. But now we have arrived
in these last days which we knew were coming. But it is no longer a time in the future, it is now. When
Yahuah tells us where to “Go!” we will Go, we won’t delay or wait, or make excuses why we can’t leave
yet. We will Go Quickly and Will Rejoice that we Going! For the 2nd Exodus of Yisrael is nearing. We are
getting prepared now, and we expect that Yahuah will give us that direction soon. So when He tells us,
we Will Go As Fast As Possible. As you Pray for this same answer, when He tells you or shows you to go,
you must go quickly. Do not Delay. As this will be to protect His People who will listen to His Voice, and
to Gather Yisrael in the Wilderness. Just as His Word States.
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I have been telling, and posting, that people need to stop believing the government/media
propaganda, and start researching things for themselves. There are so many things happening. From
the suns energy increasing, to the beginning of the collapse and fluctuation of earth’s magnetic field.
Earth’s Core is heating up, Volcanoes all around the earth rising in activity, and so much more. But
let’s just talk about the massive number and magnitude of earthquakes that is occurring all around
the earth, and are continually increasing daily. The Mass majority of earthquakes are never reported
on the news, even when they are M6.0+ or greater, which seem to be occurring on a daily basis now.
Just a few days ago, there was four to five M6.0-6.9 quakes, Plus an M7.2 Quake, in only about 15
hours time, that occurred in different parts of the earth. Let alone the small quakes that are happening
constantly now, which most people just brush off as nothing. But they too are important, as they are
signs of plate, fault, or magma movement, which usually precedes larger events, like the Japan quake.
To give you an idea, the photo on the below is a screen shot of a free program called Earth Quake 3D.
It uses the reports from the official seismic activity reporting agencies, to display earthquake location,
frequency, and magnitude. What is shown here earthquake activity in a period of only 14 days
(early through mid sept 2011), and only quakes greater than M2.0+. This is what the new “normal”
earthquake activity has come to look like. Each one of the epicenter circles, and correlating numbers,
represents an earthquake (note that many numbers were cut off the top and bottom of the screen). Again only
showing M2.0+ or greater, and only those occurring in the past 14 days (early through mid sept 2011):

Why is all these things happening? Mattityahu/Matthew 24:7 “For nation shall rise against nation, and
malchut/kingdom against malchut: and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in
divers places.”
All of these things are taking place, and are increasing in quantity and magnitude everyday now.
The Word is being Fulfilled Daily, and people don’t even seem to notice! I couldn’t begin to write all
the things that are taking place in the earth. And that’s just the things that I have found and know
about, Let alone all that is not being told at all! Look at all the massive animal die offs, which everyone
has seemed too forgotten about. They have not only not stopped, but have increased in number, even
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though the media stopped reporting on them months ago. Multiple types of other natural and
“natural”ly man-made disasters. One such event was the “Oil-Spill” disaster, they knew from scientific
study releases back in 2008 and before, that the gulf stream was weakening. So they figured out if they
introduce a massive amount of oil and other “dispersant” chemicals they could shut down/destroy the
gulf stream which occurred just about 90 days or so after the “spill” occurred. Which since has been
causing havoc on the climate around the earth. Then we have weather manipulation/creation causing
massive storms and many other events. The massive jump in the number (900+) tornados in the
southern united states, along with massive rain fall amounts, in only approx 34 days (april 1st – may 3rd
2011), which even the prognosticators/meteorologists said they couldn’t explain. Then there’s FEMA
and HLS (Home Land Security) placing in and changing all kinds of laws. The same people who has
control and only answer to the president for “continuity of government” when martial law is declared.
Also the same people preparing and buying huge amounts of supplies, hundreds of thousands of
coffins which hold 4 people each, underwater body bags, Billion Plus $’s in food, hiring security
officers, and much more. All of this supposedly for the New Madrid National Level “Exercise”,
(their own order request forms were available to view, although some have been removed), plus info from
companies and other sources. This is the same thing that they have done for several past real
events, (but not on this scale) of which in several cases they have slipped and even admitted they
were already in place with supplies already packed, Before these “natural events” or “acts of
terrorism” occurred in recent past “disasters”. The Mississippi river massive flooding, and the
intentional and pre-planned detonations of the levees, which flooded an additional 130+ thousand
acres of prime farm land besides homes, equipment, and more. This was all noted in a FEMA
pamphlet written and released in 2009, that levees would be blown for the FEMA New Madrid
NLE (National Level Exercise) planed for 2011. Well this “exercise” technically began april 29th
2011 and continued through may 21st 2011. It seems that their exercise went according to plan,
blown levees, dams, and all. The massive amount of water from both the rain, and the Mississippi
& Ohio Rivers which called “500 year flood” created a lot of pressure on the New Madrid Fault.
Then there is the massive fires in Texas and may other western and north western states. These fires
have cleared out many forest areas, which wildlife like deer lived. They have now had to flee from
these areas, many being killed by the fires, many others will die this winter from starvation. As the
fires also burned many fields, both grasslands and crop fields. Then there is the coming crash of
the markets and collapse of the U.S. “dollar”, which is all being orchestrated and controlled.
This entire system is about to come down. They are just waiting for the right moment.
I wrote a document about nine months ago, and posted it on our network titled “The 2nd Year of
Famine in Mitzrayim”. In that article, I spoke about how the money failed in the 2nd Year of the
famine of Mitzrayim/Egypt. I explained that Yoseph’s 7 year Famine, is also a shadow of the 7 year
Tribulation. We are now in the 2nd Year of the Tribulation at the time of this update, and we are
seeing this take place. As has been seen over the past several weeks just in the roman month of
august, the advancement and acceleration of the US dollar and Euro downfall is underway. This is
being used to bring down all the markets and countries around the world. To prepare the
nations/people for the plans of the one world global currency, which in part has already been
proposed to the IMF by china and others. At least that is their plan, if it ever gets that far who
knows but Yahuah. I do know that at some point they Will lose control of their “controlled
collapse” that they have publicly stated they wanted, and are now causing. When they lose control,
the entire system will crash and this Bavel/Babylonian system will be destroyed just as it is written.
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I also spoke about the Global Famine, again a shadow of Yoseph’s 7 Year famine in Egypt. This is also
the 2nd year of the Global Famine that is currently taking place, but most people don’t even know it or
they don’t believe it! Besides the crop destruction by many different means in china, russia, britan,
austrailia,
india,
somalia
http://articles.cnn.com/2011-09-05/world/somalia.famine.report_1_luca-alinovi-somalia-middleshabelle?_s=PM:WORLD) and many other countries, including the major crop & grain producing countries.
Let’s just talk about the US for a moment. Last year crops production was lacking, but this year
there has been massive wide spread crop destruction. By fires, floods, droughts, and other, much of
it caused by man even though most don’t realize this. And the crops that did manage to come in,
from what I have seen personally and heard about, they are small and immature, mostly due to the
severe lack of rain during the height of the growing season. Yet people don’t believe there is a
famine, because they can still go to the grocery store and buy what they want. Thank Yahuah that
we still can, as Yisrael still needs to be making the final preparations! But I guarantee one thing,
the destruction of the crops will catch up, and it maybe sooner rather than later. And next year will
be worse than this year has been.
We spoke with a close brother in Yahuah back a few days ago, not sure if he wants me to mention his
name here. He lives in Canada’s grain belt. He has been trying to store up wheat and other items for
him and his family for a while now. And he told us about how hard it was to find farmers who
would actually sell him a few buckets of wheat, because they have not had a crop for the
last two years! The grain he is able to get from here and there, is three years old. That means
this year and last year, yes the first two years of tribulation, there hasn’t been a real harvestable crop
in the grain belt, which is the bread basket of Canada. He has had to go all over to different farms,
just to try to find enough grain to store up for him and his family. Farmers make their money selling
their crop, yet they don’t want to sell their grain because it is all the grain and seed they have. That
should tell us something.
If you take the state of the monetary system, and the inflation that is coming, which they have
already began to speak about on the news before I could even get this update done. And then add in
the wide spread worldwide crop destruction that has happened this year and last year, which is
causing a food shortage that will be very evident soon everywhere. Both of these factors combined
will cause food prices to skyrocket. Things are accelerating at a fast pace, and could rapidly speed
up this fall. Which is when the US debt crisis "cut" dates are scheduled to be done by the new
“super congress”. Which is scheduled right around the same time that the harvest crop numbers will
be coming in. They are moving forward with their plans as fast as possible now. They have created
the problems, now they are beginning to get a reaction from the people to fix it, although the
problems will get much worse yet. Eventually when they think it is time they will begin to try to
implement their new world order solution. Which they have point blank stated many times on news
broadcast, presidential speeches, and more here and other countries leaders abroad, which is already in
progress in varying degrees.
There is a one website which attempts to find and keep track of all the news articles, videos, reports,
and more, about the events that is taking place all around the earth in these last days. They have a
whole list of different subject categories ranging from Animal deaths, earthquake and volcanic
activity, to financial events, society collapse, and much much more. It is updated daily with current
events, and you can view “older” posts by clicking on the “view older posts” link at the bottom of the
page to view previous days articles. Their link is: http://thecomingcrisis.blogspot.com/
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!!IMPORTANT!! We are living in perilous times. Most people have no idea, and want to deny, just how
evil and wicked this beast system is. And most people are completely reliant upon this beast system,
just as this system has “programmed” them to be. And when the multiple catastrophes hit in a very
near future, people will turn to the government for help. WHATEVER YOU DO, WHEN THESE THINGS HIT,
DO NOT TURN TO THIS SYSTEM FOR THE ANSWER. DO NOT GO TO THE FEMA CAMPS OR “RESIDENTIAL
CENTERS” as they call them, which have been built literally all over the country. As they are nothing
more than modern day massive concentration camps with railways and all, so “great and advanced”
hitler would be proud. DO NOT go to the stadiums which will be used as staging points and round
up areas, they have been practicing and training in stadiums around the country already. Simply Do
Not go to any other area where they try to get people to come to, like walmarts.
We must rely upon Yahuah First and Foremost, He is Our Only Refuge & Protection. But also you
must be prepared, just as Yisrael prepared when they believed Yahuah to deliver them from
Mitzrayim/Egypt. Get Prepared Now while we still are able!

WHAT DO WE NEED TO GET PREPARED?
A question which I have been asked many times now, What do we need to get Prepared for what is
coming? Well this covers a lot of things. First and foremost we need to know and understand the
Restoration Truths of Yahuahs Word, AND we Must be Doing Them! People need to grow up and
stand on Yahuahs Word! Not the opinions and ideas of men! To Love Yahuah is to Be Obedient to
His Word, not men! – Yochanan/John 14:15 & 21. If we continue to break His Commands, then we
are not being Obedient! We CAN NOT Compromise for Anyone or Any Reason. Compromising on
Truth for the sake of a false “unity” is Not from Yahuah, it is from s.a.tan! And Yahuah does not
give several “options” on how or in what way we would like to “keep” a Command. There is only
one way and one path of the straight and narrow, HIS WAY! He Commands that we are Obedient, if
we are not being Obedient, then we are in rebellion, and rebellion is as the sin of witch craft, plain
and simple – Schmuel Alef/1st Samuel 15:23. We don’t have time to be playing games! If we are
trying to please men, then it will only lead to destruction. This may sound blunt, but there has never
been time to play around, let alone now in these last days! We are in the 2nd Year of Tribulation!
How much closer to the destruction and judgment of the nations (which has already begun) do
people have to be, before they are willing to serve Yahuah Fully?? Grow Up Yisrael! If you cannot
drink simple Milk, then how can you eat the Meat of Yahuahs Word??! Stand Upon the Truth of
Yahuahs Word, and let No Man’s opinions and false teachings sway you!

SHOULD WE AS YISRAEL PREPARE PHYSICALLY?
Yahuah is Our Only Protection and He will Provide all our Needs IF we obey Him. But does this mean
that we should just say “Well He’ll do it all for us, we just have to sit back and wait, and He’ll rescue us and just
pick us up and carry us out like He did Lot.” Like my Brother Kalev has stated, NO! You Don’t want to be
like LOT!!! You should know to stay out of the sin like Avraham! He didn’t get himself into a place of
sin like Lot did. Plus if a person would understand, Lot lost everything he had, even his wife because of
his decision to turn to what he thought was “greener pasture” which looked pleasant and much easier
work. Rather than Avraham who understood to do what Yahuah wanted him to do, and he was
prepared by his walk with Yahuah, and his physical assets.
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Get Prepared the best that you possibly can! Yahuah is telling and revealing to His People Kol
Remnant Yisrael the Day and Hour in which we live by His Word and the Signs of the Times, so
that His People can Prepare! When Yisrael was in Mitzrayim/Egypt on Aviv 14th, they prepared
unleavened bread, got their animals, carts, wagons (which they built for the exodus) and everything else
ready, because they were in a hurry to leave! Remember they had been there from the time that
Ya’akov/Jacob and his household had entered Mitzrayim to that day, which was 210 years (Yes I can prove
it from the Word, along with the verses about the 430 & 400 years). Egypt was all that generation knew. They had to go
from built houses back to moving tents, leaving everything else they could not carry behind. But they
believed Yahuah would deliver them, so they prepared to be delivered! So if we believe that Yahuah
is going to deliver us, should we not also prepare?
Ya’akov/James 2:17 “Even so Emunah/Faith, if it has not Mitzvoth/Obedient Works, is dead, being
alone. 18 Yes, a man may say, You have Emunah/Faith, and I have Mitzvoth/Obedient Works: show me
your Emunah/Faith without your Mitzvoth/Obedient Works, and I will show you my Emunah/Faith
by my Mitzvoth/Obedient Works.”
I know many people think that this is outrageous (putting it politely), but I am giving you the
information from Yahuahs Word. It is Written. Plus you should be searching it out for yourself. Do
we think we are better than the members of Yisrael who fled into the wilderness from Mitzrayim? Do
we not understand what the Word states about these last days, that we will have to flee into the
wilderness?? And the only place of protection is in the wilderness where Yahuah prepares a place
for His People, just as He did for Yisrael during the 1st Exodus? – Gilyahna/Revelation 12:6
Do we not understand that this beast system, which is Mitzrayim/Egypt & Bavel/Babylon, is going to
be destroyed very soon as it is written in Yahuahs Word? It has already begun, and much larger scale
events are literally on our doorstep, that will come in the forms of Major never before seen
Earthquakes, nuclear weapon detonation, terror attacks, massive ocean flooding/tsunami’s, and more.
When these things begin to hit, it will be one right after another. Look at Japan, just in one day they
had a major destructive earthquake, tsunami, volcano, and nuclear plant radiation, let alone all the
events that has continued there daily since march 11th. This is just one of many examples going on in
the earth now, and it is nothing compared to what is about to occur. We must be ready in all ways that
we are able, and we must prepare for these things NOW as you will not be able to make preparations
once these things hit simply because the resources will not be available. If something as simple as the
prognostication/prediction of a snow storm can wipe out supplies and food from stores, what do you
think will happen when a major catastrophe hits?

CAN’T WE JUST GRAB WHAT WE NEED WHEN WE LEAVE?
There are many things which have to be considered when thinking about needed preparations. Most
people today do not have a working understanding of what is even needed to survive in the
wilderness. Even when people think of camping, most have the idea of a motor home or camper trailer
“mini house” sitting out by a lake in the woods. But if we have to do (and we will) what is written in:
Mattityahu/Matthew 24:15 “When you therefore shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniyel
the navi, standing in the Beit HaMikdash, (whoever reads, let him understand); 16 Then let them who are in
Yahudah flee into the mountains: Let him who is on the housetop not come down to take anything
out of his bayit: 18 Neither let him who is in the field return back to take his clothes. 19 And woe to
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them that are with child, and to them that are nursing children in those days! 20 But make tefillah that your
flight is not in the winter, neither on the Shabbat: 21 For then shall be Great Tribulation, such as was not since
the beginning of the olam hazeh to this time, no, nor ever shall be. 22 And except those days are shortened, there
should no flesh survive: but for the elect and for the sake of those chosen, those days shall be shortened.”
Ok, several points should be made here. One: Yes I understand this is speaking of the last 3 ½ years,
The Great Tribulation But understand that the last 3 ½ years Great Tribulation is exactly to the day
only 2 years away from the time of this update. Second: Yes I understand that this speaks of those in
the city or place of Yahudah. But is the city of Yahudah the only place that will see destruction? No.
Think of these verses like this, what about the people in Japan when the tsunami came in and they were
running for their lives because they waited after the earthquake trying to gather things together. Or
how about even more recent, the southern united states where over 300+ confirmed tornados in one
storm, killed at least 328+ people. In particular Tuscaloosa Alabama when a mile wide super tornado
hit and left the town in ruins. Did those people have time to go and get what they needed when they
saw those tornados? Let me answer that: At the end of the Aviv 22nd Shabbat services, at the very
moment we ended services inside our home at around 9:30 pm, the very moment we dismissed. We
heard a sound like a freight train and we could hear the winds just suddenly hit the trailer and blowing
debris outside. My Abba/Dad, Eema/Mom, and I all knew what it was as we had been near two other
tornados in years past. All the congregation ran down the hall, through the back room, into the garage,
and down into our cellar. I grabbed my backpack with a couple other supplies, and told another
brother to grab a case of food and we took that with us. We believed and prayed that Yahuah would
protect us, and He did. But since I had things ready, I grabbed
them and took them with me. At least it would be a help if they
were needed. When the winds seemed to be dying down, myself
and the men who were standing in the garage began to go back
through the trailer and procure flashlights and such as the power
was out for the next several hours. It came to my mind about the
40’ x 20’ tent which we had the Pesach Services under. I took a
light and opened the front door to find that it was destroyed, as
you can see in this photo to the right that I took the next morning.
Steel poles were bent and broken, bungee cords snapped, and
some of the two foot rebar steel stakes had been ripped up and bent in the ground. When I saw the
tent, the next thing that came to my mind was that it had served its purpose and we wouldn’t need it
anymore. Even though the tent was only few feet from our trailer, and a pole could have easily been
sent through the wall, our trailer was not touched or harmed in anyway.
The only other thing touched on our entire property was the Pesach sign at
the road. The sign itself was not hurt, but the wind was so strong it
bent/broke the steel poles off at the base. When Yahuah hides His People,
no one else is going to know where they are hidden, it will not be
advertised. Our next door neighbor to the left of us has some roof damage,
his tv antenna tower was taken down, and several trees and large tree
limbs were broken down. The neighbor to the right of us had their garage
door blown in, and a few other things. The next neighbor down from them
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had two large evergreen trees broken clean through at almost ground level. The news later confirmed
what we already knew, it was a tornado EF2, but it went up over us through the air. Although it did
touchdown in another small town not too far away.
In short, as it is written in Mattityahu/Matthew 24:15, when these catastrophes hit, you will not have
time to be getting prepared after the event. Remember the 5 foolish virgins waited until the alarm
went out before they wanted oil, but it was already too late. We cannot think like that, we must be
pro-active, and get prepared before these things happen. Not re-active in trying to no avail afterward.
So that we are prepared for when Yahuah tells us to “Go!” that we will go with haste, so as to escapes
the destruction that is coming. Not being caught in it along with the rest of the masses.

ELECTRICITY, FUEL, AND OTHER RESOURCE DEPENDENCIES
Something to be aware of, if an event takes out power or even just communications to gas stations,
you will not be able to get any fuel. As it takes both power and communication to allow the
“modern” fuel pumps to work. So once you run out of gas your vehicle is done, and that is if the
highways are not at a standstill with all the people who are also trying to escape your area, town, or
city. So you cannot rely upon a vehicle solely for escape. But if Yahuah tells you to “Go” before the
event takes place, and you leave, or if you can store and carry a good supply of additional fuel,
your vehicle will be a great asset if properly prepared. I’ll talk more about vehicle related
preparation later.
Besides no gas pumps, if there is no power or communications, then store computers also will not
work, and they cannot run their registers nor debit/credit card readers. Even if there is only no
communications, most “modern” computer registers will not be able to function period, due to not
being able to communicate with the central network. I have seen this personally in the places that
I have worked for in the past. So in that case even cash will not be any help. Once people begin to
feel pressured for resources in the following hours after a disaster, riots will break out, the stores food
will be gone in hours, shelves emptied. Cities will be the worst place to be, as once the stores are
emptied, gangs of people will begin to go from house to house searching for resources by any means
necessary. Don’t think this can happen? It has happened many times in the past during disasters or
even during civil unrest, like what happening in Britain recently. What would you do if your children
and family are going hungry or worse? This is one reason to be getting out of the cities now while
you are still able. Do not expect the government to help you, you’re kidding yourself. As more
events happen, they will busy just trying to hang onto their bunkers to save their own hide. They will
hide in the rocks and holes that they have prepared, just as the Word Teaches.

SO WHAT SHOULD EVERYONE BE PREPARING?
There are so many things that could be covered here, but ultimately it comes down to your
individual situation and what you are capable of doing physically and financially.
I truly believe that we will be Healed and the Strength of Yisrael Restored as He gave it to the son’s of
Ya’akov. Just as Yahuah did just before the 1st Exodus written in Tehillim/Psalms 105:37 & when
Yahuah healed Yisrael again during the days of Hizqiyahu when the remnant returned to Him to keep
Pesach Divre Hayamim Bet/2nd Chronicles 30:18-20.
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I also understand that most people are having a hard time financially, what the governments of this
earth calls “money” is nothing more than a control mechanism to keep the slaves under their thumb.
For Example: If you don’t want people to travel, you don’t have to make a law, just raise the price of
fuel to the point that people cannot afford to travel. I’m sure everyone has been feeling this. The elites
and the taskmasters with plenty of this “monopoly money” and “computer credits” are not affected,
just the common slaves, struggling for their daily bread.
But with that being said, we must all prepare the best that we are possibly able. If we do that, Yahuah will
make the increase to provide our needs. If you have not as of yet made little or no preparation, right
now is the time. Sometimes we must figure out what we really don’t need, like that big screen
propaganda tube (aka tv), or that 2nd car, stuff stored in the garage, etc. Whatever we can get rid of
quickly to make the necessary preparations, as all this “stuff” we will have to leave behind anyway.
So prepare what you are able, just do it as quickly as possible. Get whatever supplies you are able from
any sources possible, whether it be local stores or on the internet. Remember you will also have to get,
not only what you need, but also what your family needs. The needs of children, especially younger
children, will have to be thought out ahead of time. The need for all of this preparation is imminent,
and the hour is late. Will it literally be tomorrow, I don’t think so. But it is shortly ahead, and it takes
much more time than what most people think to get prepared. It is not something you can do
overnight. Don’t expect to wait until the last minute and have anything you need, it’s not going to
happen. Even now, some supplies are on short supply and are getting harder to find all the time.
Many secular people are even preparing for events that are coming, they just don’t understand the
Scriptural side of it.
No matter where you are, there are some general needs that every person should be thinking about
when trying to make preparations. Again we have been brought up in a society in which we no
longer really understand how to live off the land. There are some great resources to gain knowledge
of how to do things, ideas or products, product reviews, and at least gain a working head knowledge
of skills. YouTube is a great resource to find people sharing and even demonstrating skills, like all the
different ways to start a fire, build a shelter, purify water, etc. Also survival topics and tools, reviews
of products, and more, helps tremendously and can help keep you from wasting money on an
product or tool which is junk. It can also be a great guide on what tool or product to select and/or
how to use it. Another resource is to just “google” it, you can find many different survival websites
which talk about and speak on many different products and topics.
For once tv can actually be of some help. There are few shows out there that really cover this type of
topic, but one that I have personally found to be helpful and interesting is the “Survivor Man” series. If
you have a way to record (vcr, dvr, ti-vo, etc) this show do so now, and save them. That way you can
watch them over and over, or share them to someone else. If not, you may be able to rent them from
your local video rental (blockbuster, family video, etc) or maybe even find them available for
purchase. Now we as Yisrael can’t eat unclean things as he does, but Les Stroud (Survivor Man)
demonstrates a lot of different scenarios, and more importantly many different skills.
Also at the original writing of this document, I have added an additional Page
called “Preparing to Flee” to our Restoration of All Things Network http://RestorationOfYisrael.ning.com There we can share information, links, topics, ideas,
questions, and more. A link to this document will also be posted there so you can download
and/or send it to someone else.
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BE PREPARED “GRAB & GO” SURVIVAL PACK: BASIC ESSENTIALS
First Essential: VERY GOOD BOOTS
 Need to be Water Proof
 Tread needs to be for All Types of Terrain
 REMEMBER: Leather must Not made of pig skin
to keep the Command in Wayiqra/Leviticus 11:7-8
* Remember this when purchasing any leather products. I personally try to stay away from
most leather products, unless I know for sure that they are not pig skin.

I Recommend BELLEVILLE MILITARY BOOTS as this Company Only Uses Top Grain Cow Hide in all
their boot models, they DO NOT contain Any Pig Skin what so ever. They have this listed in an
Company Overview Boot Model PDF Pamphlet and I also contacted them directly and in which
they verified this. Link for the PDF: https://www.bellevilleshoe.com/pdf/2010BelleCat.pdf
I searched for several months to find a verifiable “clean” boot, but I am not saying this is the only
company, just the one that I found and have been able to verify.

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN SELECTING A BOOT:
TEMPERATURE CHANGES THROUGHOUT THE YEAR: Most boots are designed to
meet very specific needs. There are many different situations which affects
the material that is put into a boot. Let’s just keep to the basics:
Cold Weather, Hot Weather, & Water Permeability.
COLD WEATHER: Designs for Cold Weather are usually insulated and sealed.
HOT WEATHER: Designs for Hot Weather are thin walled and breathable.
WATER: Designs made to withstand water are usually sealed, which means they
may have limited breathability. Water Anti-Permeability features may be included in either Hot or Cold
weather designs.
DURABLE SOLE: A durable long lasting but good traction sole is going to be important in a boot
selection. One of the best soles that I know of in a military boot is what is called a Vibram Sole.
They have very good traction (slip and oil resistant) and from the reviews I have read from military
personnel, they have a long life. And with these boots which I now own, they are also very
comfortable and of good quality.
In short, usually if a person needs to wear boots year around, two pair would be required. One for
hot weather, and one for cold weather. But in a survival situation, you don’t really want to have to
carry the extra weight of a 2nd pair of boots. So if you want to try to stick with only one pair, you
will need a boot that can deal not only with Hot summer temperatures but also Cold winter temps.
The Belleville ICW (Intermediate Cold/Wet) Boots, although not perfect, gives the best range for
one pair of Boots.
Instead of ordering the boots directly from Belleville Company, to save quite a few $$$’s, I also
suggest to buy these boots from eBay or other online stores. The military surplus company on
eBay which I purchased my Belleville Boots from is Allegheny Surplus Outlet, the link to their
eBay store is: http://stores.ebay.com/alleghenysurplusoutlet
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They also have a website, the link for their site is: http://www.alleghenywholesale.com/
My boots costs about $50 including shipping from their eBay Store. Retail these same boots would
have cost approx $170 from what I found. So the difference can be substantial. This is not the only
company with sells these boots, just the one who I found with my size. So you might look around
a bit on eBay and other websites.
Update: I have found another supplier on eBay, they only have an ad for a few of the Belleville Boots,
but I found out that they actually stock most sizes. So we have been able to get several more pairs of
the Belleville ICW boots. You may have to contact them to find your size, you can message them and
ask specifically for Belleville ICW Boots in your size. They seem to be a little slow in responding
sometimes, but they do have good prices on Brand New Belleville ICW Boots
Their eBay ID is: xrs3000
And here is a link to their eBay store: http://stores.ebay.com/2008surpluscenter
(END UPDATE)

Next Essential Gear: Back-Pack
 Military Back-Pack Built on Frame for Support & Long Distance Travel
 Pack Needs Attachment points, or use bungee cords to attach other gear


If a military back-pack is not available, any backpack is better than none. As a person can only
carry a duffel bag (or similar) for a short while before your hands will be aching and fatigued.

A Good Pack is going to be a crucial piece of gear, as it may contain all of you resources. There are
many hiking and outdoorsmen packs available. If you have the funds, most large chain sporting
goods stores carry a good selection. But if you are looking for value, there are some other options
as well. General Features to look for in a pack, to be capable of long distance and/or long term use:








METAL FRAME – A Metal Frame is vital to a good pack. It will give you the ability to carry more,
and it will make it more comfortable to carry. Plastic frames (including plastic military frames)
could possibly crack or break. A metal frame can take more wear and tear, drop, or hit, and still
be fine in most situations. If you get a Metal Frame, such as an A.L.I.C.E. Pack Frame, just make
sure all rivets and connections are in good condition. If a rivet looks worn or bent, replace with a
new rivet or bolt. A metal frame is good, but it is not indestructible, they can bend and or other.
SIZE – the amount your pack can hold is very important. As if you are in a survival situation,
your pack will contain all of your supplies and immediate resources. The pack needs to be
large enough to carry your clothes and supplies. Yet you can only pack as much supplies as
you are able to carry. If you pack more weight than you can carry when traveling hours at a
time, then you must figure out what can be replaced with lighter weight materials to reduce
the total weight.
WATER REPELLENT – If the contents of your back pack get soak and wet, first they will be unuseable until dry. Second, if clothes become wet, they will get very heavy. If your pack is or is
not water resistant, adding a water Proof liner for at least your clothes is always recommended.
A military wet weather laundry bag for instance, or a heavy duty trash bag.
ABILITY TO ATTACH – Your pack should have the ability to attach additional pouches, tools, and
other items. This gives you the ability to expand the capacity of your pack by using the exterior.
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There are many different kinds of packs available today which have
frames. You can find some good Hiking packs at sporting goods and
camping supply stores. Although these may cost more for a good
size pack. If you cannot get anything else, even a basic backpack
from walmart is better than nothing, as at least you won’t have to
carry it in your hands. If you have an army surplus, or you can order
online quickly. I personally recommend
a Military A.L.I.C.E. Pack (All-Purpose
Lightweight
Individual
Carrying
Equipment). They are one of the best
packs for the money. Mine cost about $50
including shipping for a New/Like New
Pack complete with Enhanced Straps. ALICE packs comes in two sizes,
medium and large. I personally recommend the large, as it has a
sizeable main inside compartment. I think they both have 3 large
outside pouches and 3 small outside pouches.
Whether you get medium or large pack depends on how much you can
carry. Obviously the large pack is going to give you more space. Plus if
you get a large, and can’t carry the weight of a full load, you’re still Ok. Just pack what you can carry,
and you will just have extra room to get stuff in and out of your pack. Also remember clothes are
somewhat light, but bulky and can take up a lot of room. If you get a medium pack, then you are
more limited on what you can carry. If you have a son or daughter who is big enough to carry a back
pack, a medium pack may be useful. Or if nothing else a school backpack would at least give them
the ability to carry some clothes or other essentials, leaving the parent the ability to carry other items.
THINGS TO CONSIDER ABOUT THE ALICE PACK: Although the ALICE Pack system is a good base,
there are a couple of things to take note that can be added to it, to make it even better:


First the original straps, although strong, they are not that comfortable. I would recommend
getting the newer enhanced ALICE straps which have more foam padding and are longer. The
original strap padding is only 3 inches by 8 inches. The new enhanced straps are 4 inches by 14
inches. You can find many ALICE packs with the enhanced straps already, but you have to pay
close attention and make sure they are included. The enhanced straps usually come in a
“woodland camo” color. Another option is the one I chose; you can replace the ALICE Straps
with the M.O.L.L.E Straps. MOLLE is a different type of Military pack, but its Shoulder Straps
and ‘Kidney’ belt will attach to an ALICE Pack Frame. Both have more padding and are more
comfortable. And they are a big upgrade from the original basic straps. Surplus stores may be a
little high on these. I was able to get mine off eBay for a good price. *If you purchase the MOLLE
straps, make sure they come with all needed connecting (quick disconnect) straps to fasten them
to the frame.



The ALICE pack system does not have a Sleeper bag attached to the bottom of the pack. This
means either you must pack it inside the pack, or use some kind of waterproof bag like a
waterproof-laundry bag, which costs about $3, and strap it to the pack. There are attachment
points on the bottom of the frame that you can use. You will need either a sleeping bag or some
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other kind of sleep materials. You can add a MSS (Modular Sleep System) which is a self
contained water proof sleeping bag type system, which can range from $50 - $400. Or you can
add any kind of waterproof bag and attach it to the bottom of the ALICE Pack frame. If you can’t
find a waterproof bag, then just use what you can find and line it with a trash bag. Then you can
put your own sleeping materials in this bag to keep them compact and dry.


A Rain bag, also called a waterproof-laundry bag, is large enough to fill the main internal
compartment and is a great addition to make. This adds an extra water proof barrier to ensure
that all of your clothing and supplies stay dry. A trash bag can also be used as a 1st or 2nd layer of
water protection.

As mentioned before, YouTube is a great resource to find ideas and “How To…” type videos. There
are a lot of people out there who show techniques, ideas, and tutorials on many different survival
topics. Use this resource it is free and the more knowledge you can gain now, the better, as this will all
help you later on when you need it. If you are trying to figure out something, like how to attach your
rifle to your Alice pack, go on YouTube type in “Alice Pack attach rifle” and you will come up with a
list of videos. Watch several, as different people will have different ideas and techniques. I personally
have decided to get a spectra 3 point rifle sling instead attaching the rifle to my pack, which I found out
about on a YouTube video.
Below is just a couple general YouTube examples, just run a search on ALICE pack or survival, … etc.
and you will come up with a lot of good information.
One YouTube videos I found is what a fully loaded Large ALICE Pack plus supplies might look
like: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeECYZxkcYE
Another good YouTube video I found is posted by a guy who goes by Sargefaria. He shows his
extended stay ALICE Pack, and some of the supplies that he carries:
Part 1 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQ9uD9aa2OM&NR=1
Part 2 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d5gTjr-AABY&feature=related

Now that we have covered your basic gear backpacks & boots, Let’s begin to talk about essential
supplies. This list given here is in no way a complete or exact list. But again this is things that I have
come up with and am including it here to help give you ideas of what is needed. Hopefully you have
already made some preparations, and these might just give you ideas of something else you might
like to add or change. Also there are many items, like shovels for instance, which only one or two
people would have these items out of a entire group, every individual does not need to have every
item. Weight is an issue, so some of these items must be distributed among several people.

~ Continues on Next Page ~
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FIREARMS
HANDGUNS
Every man and women needs to have at least a pistol. This is a bare essential minimum! When this
hits, there will be chaos, and Yisrael will have to defend themselves just as they did in the 1st Exodus
(Read the Scroll of Yahshar/Jasher) It should be a clip fed gun if possible with a common type round, as
you will only be able to carry so much ammo, so you will need a common round that you can find or
trade for. There are several common pistols which you can consider, but this is by no means the only
pistols one can use, just a couple examples. The 9mm, though some argue it doesn’t have enough
“knock down” power, it will do the job. Although it might take a few more rounds, especially if it is a
strong animal. A good brand 9mm, like Ruger, is a reliably weapon that anyone can shoot. A 45 acp
(aka 45 auto) is another good handgun, but some say it has too strong of a recoil or kick back. But it has
a larger, heavier, bullet, which delivers a much stronger hit to the target. Which usually translates into
less rounds and less time needed to drop a target. A good balanced gun, like the Springfield XD
Tactical 45 acp, will reduce the amount of perceived recoil, and with practice any one can use it
accurately. Another option is a .22 cal pistol. Though a .22 cal round is small, it is a rifle round so it
does have reach. Another plus on the .22 cal. the round is very small in size, so you can carry a larger
quantity than what you might on other guns. But remember, it may take a good number of rounds and
time to drop a target, especially if it is a larger target like a bear or cougar. If you are being rushed by a
bear, it may not have enough power to kill the bear fast enough, especially before the bear can come
into physical contact with you other family member during an attack.
There are plenty of other handguns available, this is just a couple of my suggestions. The most
important rule when getting a weapon is to get something you are comfortable with. Practice with
them to get used to how your guns handle, and to improve your targeting skills. Also practice on
reloading speed, not only magazine/clip changes, but also on reloading your clips, and reloading
your rifles. For your clip fed guns, you should have a bare minimum 4 clips per gun. If you
gun/clip only holds 9 rounds or less, 5 clips would be better. I would recommend 6 clips per gun if
possible. That way if a clip was lost, broke, or malfunctioned, you have an additional. Also
remember to keep your weapons clean, so they will stay in good condition. And remember to
disassemble your magazines/clips once in a while and clean them as well. One good website that I
use for all gun related needs is www.midwayusa.com Also use YouTube or Google for Cleaning or
disassembly info and videos.
One another note: In today society, we have been told that “children” should never handle guns.
However, 40-50 years ago, it was common for a 7-9 year old to know how to handle and use a
.22 cal rifle to hunt with. It is all about teaching safety and responsibility to your children. I am not
saying that you should give your 7 year old a pistol or rifle and just let them go with it. But you
can teach them firearm safety and dangers, and when they/you are ready, allow them to use it
under your supervision. Take them with you when you go hunting, let them see what a gun does.
When they see it kill a deer or other animal, they will see and you can tell them, that is why a gun
can be dangerous. You only point it at what you intend to kill. And if used correctly, it is a good
tool. Take them with you when you go target practicing, let them see how you handle and use a
firearm. Then when you think they are ready, let them target practice with your supervision, using
a .22 rifle. It has a light kick, and is easy to aim. If you don’t yet feel comfortable with teaching
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them with a gun, consider a youth bow. But make them understand, it can also be dangerous if not
used safely. There may even be training courses at your local gun range for youth. They need to be
familiar with these things, so they grow up with an understanding and ability to use them if and
when it is needed. As when these things hit, they need to know how to defend themselves.

RIFLES & SHOTGUNS
At least several people in a group need either a good rifle or a good shotgun for several reasons. One
reason is hunting, a shotgun or rifle is a necessity for taking down larger/faster game at distance.
Such as clean birds, deer, turkey, and more.

SHOTGUNS
A shotgun is a great hunting tool, and even a good close quarters/close distance defensive weapon.
The 12 gauge shotgun is the most common shotgun in existence. And the 12 gauge ammo, which is
available in different load types, is also the most common shotgun round. A 12 gauge shotgun that
can shoot both 3 inch and 2 ¾ inch rounds, would give you more flexibility. A shotgun is going to be
limited to the load type that you use with it. It takes the correct load type to get a desired result. For
instance if you are hunting a deer, and one is standing 50 - 100 yards away, you would have to use
slugs. As the other types of ammo will not reach the deer, or if they do reach the target at that
distance, it may not kill the deer, or take a long time for the deer to die. Which the longer it lives, the
further it can run away, and the longer it will take you to find it and the further you will have to carry
it back. For small birds, like quail, you need birdshot rounds. As buckshot or slugs would make it
difficult to even hit a small target like quail, and even if you did there may not be much left. Turkey
technically could be killed with slugs or even buckshot. But rounds specifically for turkey,
turkey-shot, is best. Buckshot could be used for killing deer at closer distance, but is mostly a
close-quarters/close distance defensive round. Remember, right now you can buy any kind or type
of ammo you want to use. But when these things happen, and you use some of your ammo, you
may have to improvise and hunt with different ammo types that you usually wouldn’t use.

RIFLES
A rifle also gives you a larger more powerful round that will reach a target accurately at distance,
something a hand gun and even shotgun’s are lacking. It too can be used for hunting larger game like
deer or turkey. When selecting a rifle, again remember it should be a common round that will still be
around. You must think about what will be the most common round available, not so much right
now, but when and after these events occur. One thing to think about is the muslims who are
bringing weapons across the border of mexico literally by the truckload. (What you didn’t hear about
that on the news? Go research the couple weapon caches the mexican military/police were able to stop. But the
US news never said a word about. Now you know why they don’t want to close the boarder.) When this all
hits, the muslims will come out of the wood work everywhere. They have known combat training
camps all across the US, one news station found, filmed, and reported it. But this government wants
them to be here, so nothing was done and they are free to operate. Anyway, most of what they are
bringing over the border is AK-47’s from overseas. The AK-47 fires a 7.62 x 39mm round. This is and
will become one of the most common rounds in the US. If you want to take advantage of this
knowledge, you would have to get a good buy on an “AK Type” weapon, as you can’t but the real
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thing as they are a fully automatic weapon which is currently illegal in the US, unless you buy a
specific “stamp” or license. However, an SKS rifle also fires the 7.62 x 39mm round. The SKS is also
more accurate than the AK. If you want to improve on the older design, you can also modify and
update a SKS to bring it up to modern specs which will allow it to work with scopes and tactical
accessories. The easiest upgrade is the Tapco Stocks and removable Clips. There is also a variant of
the AR-15 which also uses the 7.62 x 39mm round. But the AR-15 is usually more expensive, but it is a
more modern weapon. Again there are plenty of different rifles out there, use what you like, just keep
in mind about the type of ammo.
In any case, get something that fits you, and get comfortable firing, loading, breaking down and
cleaning your weapons. You need to have this knowledge now, as you don’t want to have to learn
this on the fly after the fact.

BOWS & CROSSBOWS
Bows and Crossbows are also very good important tools for hunting. They are a silent, ranged
weapon, with re-usable ammo, so long as you don’t break or lose the arrow. With this method, you
do not alert surrounding wildlife, or other people, to your presence. But they are more bulky to carry.
If you have a vehicle to carry supplies, this is not a problem. But when you will have to carry it on
your back for long distances, size and weight will be a concern. So keep this in mind.

THE FOUR MAIN SURVIVAL NEEDS
For each individual there is Four main necessities that must be taken into consideration:
Food, Water, Shelter, & Fire – Depending on your situation, the priority of these will change. For
instance if you are in a location where it is about to rain or storm, your number one priority will be
shelter. If you are in the heat of the summer, your number one priority might be water. But no matter
where you are, at some point you will need the ability to cover all four of these basic needs.
When possible, you need multiple ways to fill these basic needs in case one way fails, or if an item is
lost or broken, you have a back-up already in place.
Remember, if you want more information about the items I mention below, it is as easy as going over
to YouTube and typing in the item name. That way you can not only find real people reviews, but
also demonstrations. If you can’t find the info you want there, then just “Google” it. I will list some of
the best website links that I have found for these supplies, at the end of this document.

FIRE
Before you even begin to think about starting a fire, you must have all of your firewood and tinder
materials gathered and ready. I have heard many survival experts state, “Once you get your fire
wood gathered, go back out and gather 5 times more than you think you need.” This is a very good
rule of thumb, especially if you are trying to get through the night. You don’t want to have to be
stumbling around in middle of the woods at night trying to find more fire wood.
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Although butane lighters or a pack of matches is an easy way to start a fire, they
have one major flaw, They run out. You must have additional fire making
resources that will last much longer. Magnesium Sticks is a very easy to use,
compact, and readily available fire starter, that works wet or dry. You can pick
them up in sporting goods stores, some tool companies, and even in the camping
section at wal-mart. You simply take a knife or something else metal, and scrape off
some of the magnesium onto your tinder bundle, making a very small pile of dust
and shavings. Then you flip the magnesium stick over to the other side which has
the striker. Position the end of the striker close to your pile of magnesium dust.
Then take the back side of the knifes blade and scrape down the striker, this causes
sparks which ignites the small pile of magnesium which burns around 5400 degrees Fahrenheit, which
will ignite your tinder. Note: Make sure to scrape the paint off the striker when its new, otherwise you will not
get any sparks.
Another Reusable fire starter is a Magnifying Glass*. What is great about using a magnifying glass, is
that it never runs out of fuel, that is so long as you have full sunlight at the time. Using a magnifying
glass to start a fire does take a little practice, which you can do anywhere you have sunlight.
But it is a great resource in the fact that if you need a fire, and the sun it out,
you can use the magnifying glass and save back your other
supplies. Always remember to save supplies whenever
possible. A “Glass” magnifying glass is preferred over plastic
lenses, but I think nearly any of them with at least a
1 ½ - 2+ inch lens would work. Once you purchase one, make
sure to try it, see if you can at least get smoke. You may have
to try several different tinder type materials, like tree bark.
*Also if you are in a situation and you need fire, or if it is no
longer of any use and you are going to trash it instead of
carrying dead weight, the lens in a camera will also work like a
magnifying glass. But you have to “carefully” break apart the
camera, making sure not to crack the lens, in order to remove it
in one piece. When in a survival situation, you have to think of
objects past their “normal” uses.
*Remember with this technique you are just focusing sunlight to
one central point, darker color objects absorb light and heat much better than lighter color objects.
Dark colored tree bark or other dark tinder works better than light colored wood to ignite.
The third reusable fire starter that I want to mention is what is
called Fire Steel. This is basically a rod with a metal striker (or
you can use a knife), you scrape the rod and it creates a shower
of 5500 degree sparks, which you can use to ignite dry tinder.
With the thickness of these Fire Steel Rods, they last quite a while
and you can literally start thousands of fires. Again, make sure to scrape the paint
off the striker before use, otherwise you will not get any sparks.
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Other fire starting items you can carry: regular matches & water proof camping matches (they run
out, so do not use as only fire source) available at wal-mart and many other stores. Steel wool placed
across two battery terminals (car battery, 9-volt, or even unscrew a flashlight and touch the steel wool to the
positive and negative contacts.) **Be careful when using steel wool like this, the steel wool wire will
almost instantly turn red hot, and it can and does actually ignite into a flame!
Starting Fire by Hand: If you take the time to obtain the skills (or even if
you don’t have the skills, and you have no other alternative), you can make fire
by literally rubbing two sticks together. This is called a Friction Fire. All of
the different types of these tools are made out of wood, usually dead tree
samplings or very straight dry branches. With these you can make several
tools such as: hand drills, fire plows, and if you have a piece of string or
shoe lace, a fire bow. Run a search on YouTube and google for information
about types of wood, what is required, and even video demonstrations.

Fire Tinder: You can get dry fire starting tinder almost anywhere outside, like birch bark, scraped
cedar bark, or other tree bark, “punky” wood (wood that has rotted to a degree, but has dried out), dry
leaves & grasses, “old man’s beard” (a type of moss that hangs from trees in certain area’s), and so on.
But there is also some easy fire starting tinder that you might want to carry, to at least get you
started if you are not used to having to do this, or you can use as a backup if you are having a hard
time finding dry tinder. Sometimes you just have to think “outside the box”:
Cotton balls – You can use dry or swab them in petroleum jelly (vaseline) and the dry part of the
cotton will catch a spark or flame very easy and the vaseline will make them burn for several minutes
with a wicking effect. You may want to make these up ahead of time and place them into an empty film
canister. (If you get to much vaseline on the cotton ball for it to catch a spark, just tear it open to the dry interior)
Q-tips ends – they are also cotton.
Corn chips & and most other types of chips - the oils in the chip will burn hot for a minute, the chip
itself becoming the wick.
Hand sanitizer – has an alcohol base that will catch a spark, but remember alcohol burns almost
invisibly.
Bullets – carefully take out the “bullet tip” with pliers or multi-tool pour out the black powder and
use it to catch a spark. **You must have the powder on your tinder bundle before you ignite, as
black powder burns almost instantly once ignited.
SCENARIO: If you do not have any fire tinder or kindling and it’s been raining for hours soaking
everything, what do you do? Well, find a good dry dead tree, if it is still standing is best. Take an axe
or hatchet, chop into the wood. Even though the wood outside is soaked with rain water, the wood
inside will be dry. Once you expose the interior of the wood, take the hatchet or a strong knife, and
chip and scrap off small pieces of wood and shavings for tinder & kindling. If you can get larger
pieces, they will burn well with less smoke than the wet wood.
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WATER
You can go without food or with only very little food, for at least several days. But the need for
drinkable water is very immediate, as you can only go a couple days especially when trying to travel or
work. Dehydration brings on a multitude of problems, from headaches, to fatigue, not being able to get
warm (which is compounded in winter conditions), weakness, and much more. But you can’t simply drink
from just any stream, river, or pond. If you do so, and you happen to ingest parasites, it can cause from
mild to major digestive upset, sickness, or even death. To drink or use water from any type of outdoor
source, you must purify it from parasites, bacteria, and other. Most people think that water filters will do
this, but this isn’t entirely true. While outdoor camping type water filters are very good at removing
chemicals, you have to be careful with parasites, so read the details. And even if the filter is supposed to
remove them, in my opinion, there is still a chance that is not worth taking if the time is available. The
easiest way to kill parasites is by boiling the water, again another reason why fire is so important in any
situation. Although boiling water for just a minute or so should kill most any organism, to be safe the
suggested time by many experts is 5-10 minutes. Also remember though that boiling water does not
remove chemicals, so that is where a filter helps. But most chemicals shouldn’t be a huge concern, as city
tap water probably has more chemicals and other poisonous compounds in it than the majority of
streams do. Although, if you have a filter, use it. **If you have to drink water without boiling/filtering it,
then try to find a stream or tributary to drink from, instead of the main river or other body of water. As
the smaller feeder streams are likely to be much cleaner than the main body of water which gets
everything dumped into it.

FOOD
You can carry some food with you, but you can only carry so much due to space and
weight. So I would recommend just the MRE main entrées (seen right), they are the
main food dish in an MRE full size meal. But by just carrying the entrée, you are
saving a lot of space, and you can carry up to 30 entrées without taking up a lot of
room. Take them out of the box and save even more room. Also these do not have to
be heated to eat, as they are fully cooked. But if you have a fire and something to boil water in, like your
canteen cup, you can have a hot meal. These MRE entrées will get you by for a while, I plan on only eating
one per day to extend supplies as long as possible. You can also pack: Beef Jerky, Tuna in the sealed pack,
dried fruit, can food (make sure to have a small can opener, such as a military can opener.) You should have at
least enough food, to eat something each day for 30 days. But no matter how much food you pack, you will
need to be able to obtain food at some point, whether it is acquired by fishing, hunting, or gathering plants.
Just pray that Yahuah Provides. If you have a vehicle with some storage space, you can pack much more
food, and heavier/bulkier items.
FOOD CONTAINER SURVIVABILITY TEST: To make sure the food you are storing will be there when you need
it most, you need to test the food containers to make sure it can with-stand an outside environment. If it’s
stored in your pack or in a vehicle/trailer, make sure that all food you are taking can be exposed to
sub-freezing temperatures without destruction. When outside a “controlled environment”, in winter
temperatures you will have no way to keep food from freezing. So if you have food that will go bad, or if
the package is compromised by freezing, you have lost your stocked food supply. To test containers for
leakage, “blowouts”, or other container compromises. Take one of each item to be tested, place it in a zip
lock bag just in case it “explodes” or something. Then place the item in your freezer overnight, I would say
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for at least 12-15 hours to make sure it is fully frozen. Then remove the item from the freezer and inspect for
any deformation. If there is a small amount of deformation, depending on the items package, like can food
that is slightly swelled, you may still be OK. If it looks to still be sealed, let the item sit out and fully de-thaw
and come back up to room temperature. Once it has thawed out, check and see if there is any leaks. If it
looks ok up to this point, set the item aside for a few days. After several days to a week or so, open the item,
see if the contents are still fresh and not spoiled. If all seems well, prepare and eat. If the item has passed all
these tests, it should make a good food item to store up which can survive winter temperatures. You can do
this to several different items at once to speed up the testing process.
You should be testing all of your survival gear that you will need to rely upon when the time comes.
Because if you find out Now that something doesn’t work, you can fix or replace it. But once we are out
there, there is no second guessing or a second chance to get a replacement. At that time, It Must Work.
FISHING: Although one might be able to fashion a hook out of some wire or other materials, if you want
to increase your odds of catching a fish, you really need at the very least some basic supplies: Hooks,
weights, line, float, plastic baits, etc. If you would like to really boost your chances, as it will add a great
deal of reach, bait placement, & retrieval, a compact fishing reel and pole is a great addition. There are
many different types of compact fishing poles on the market. Do your Research and study reviews, this
is one time that you don’t want to just grab anything, as there are many products which do not hold up.
From the research that I myself have done on this, it seems in general the worst type of compact or
“travel type” fishing rods to buy is the telescoping rods. I have read many reviews which stated on the
very first use, something broke or didn’t work properly. And many others stated just after a couple of
uses, the rod didn’t want to stay extended, eyelets broke, or worse. So too many problems with this type,
unless you have personal experience and know of a good reliable one. The next rod is the break down
travel rod. It is similar to a standard fishing rod, except most of them break down into approximately 5
sections instead of only 2. This rod seems more useful and studier than the telescoping rods. But it is still
a standard fishing rod material, either fiberglass type composite, or classic bamboo. So care must be taken
to keep them from snapping. You can place them into a hard case, or make a case with a short section of
pvc pipe with screw caps to protect them, either inside or strapped to the outside of your pack.
The most compact and sturdy option that I found is called the Emmrod Packer Fishing
Pole (photo seen at right). Originally designed for kayakers, it is a short stainless steel rod
with spring coils for sensitivity. It is held into the handle by a spring lock, just push down
and a simple quarter turn, and the rod disconnects from the handle to make it even more
compact for packing position. This is a very compact rod and reel, only 22” inches in
length when assembled ready to use, as seen in the photo. But I have read many reviews
on this rod, and people state that it casts like a 6 or 7 foot pole. Not the cheapest rod,
about $60 with handle (not including reel), but it will mount any normal reel. So if you
have a reel that you would like to use, or if you want to buy one locally, it will fit into the
standard mount. Also you can buy additional stainless “rods” only, if you want to change
to a different rod for a heavier or lighter weight fish. The more coils the rod has, the
lighter weight and more sensitive the rod is. The heaviest is a 4 coil rod rated for fish up
to 25 lbs, the lightest is a 8 coil rod rated for 2 lbs or less. I suggest an 8 coil and a 6 coil for
most common fish types, which gives you a range of 1-10 lbs.
Website link: http://www.emmrod.com/products/Packer%C2%AE-fishing-pole.html
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If you don’t want to pack a reel & rod, then you might want to just pack small kit with fishing line,
hooks, few weights, maybe a small float, and a couple of plastic baits, in a zip lock bag. What this will
allow you to do, is to take a stick and use it to catch some small fish. ** Note: As told to me by my
Brother Binyamin here: If you use this method instead of a reel and pole. Do not hold the string
directly in your hand, wrap the string around a good sturdy stick or something else. As if by chance a
large fish grabs your bait, the string can easily cut into your fingers or hand. So you not only will
probably lose the fish, but you will also have an injury. Which even something small can severely make
things harder to do when in a survival situation. Don’t take chances on getting hurt in the wilderness,
think things out, and use common sense.
HUNTING: Most survival shows and books, show all the kinds of “game” you can catch with snares and
other traps. But we as Yisrael Must Adhere to the Clean Food Laws as Yahuah has commanded in His
Word. So as far as hunting wild animals goes, most of what we can eat we need a rifle or at least a
bow to hunt: deer & related, turkey, pheasant and related birds. Besides defense, this is why a rifle in
a hunting situation is a very important tool for the best opportunity. Although in certain scenarios,
such as a nest or possibly finding the place where the birds roost, it is possible to get birds without a
rifle. But your chances are far reduced.
Regardless of what you are using to hunt with; rifles, handguns, or bow/crossbows, you will need
ammunition. As far as what you can carry in your pack, you are going to be mostly limited on the
amount of ammo by how much it weighs. Ammo is heavy and adds up quickly. So you will most likely
only be able to carry a small container(s) in your pack, plus a few full clips. If you have a vehicle that
you will be using to store additional supplies in, you can store much more ammo as weight shouldn’t
be an issue.
GATHERING PLANTS: Very few people today have any knowledge about most wild plants, except maybe
a few common things like blackberries. If you do not know for sure what a plant is, Do Not Eat It.
Eating the wrong plants, or even the wrong part of a plant can (at the least) make you sick and worst
case it can even lead to death. So unless you know what a plant is and what parts of the plant is edible,
stay away from them. But there are a couple of resources that I have seen many people and even
survival experts recommend, which will help you identify a plant, what part that is editable, and even
how to prepare it. But again there are other manuals and books out there, this is just a few suggestions:
A Field Guide to Edible Wild Plants: Eastern and central North America
(Peterson Field Guide)
A Field Guide to Medicinal Plants and Herbs: Of Eastern and Central North America
(Peterson Field Guide)
The Forager's Harvest: A Guide to Identifying, Harvesting, and Preparing Edible Wild Plants
I have ordered all three of these books as they shouldn’t take up that much space, and may be
invaluable when it comes to knowledge and identification of plants. I found all three of them for sale
on Amazon for $35.97 Just look for the “Frequently Bought Together” title under the main photo at
this link: http://www.amazon.com/Field-Guide-Medicinal-Plants-Herbs/dp/0395988144
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SHELTERS
There is only a couple types of shelter that you can carry. An actual tent, or a tarp which you can use to
make a “tent like” structure. If you buy at tent, keep some things in mind. It will have to last, so a cheap
made tent, will only help you out for a short time. It must be light weight, as you will have to carry it
whenever you travel, so you don’t want a 20-30 lbs tent. It needs to be able to withstand winds, rains
and wind driven rains, and storms, as you will be using it through all kinds of weather. Snow load
capacity, and winter “double wall” type tents may be things to think about, as Yahuahs Word states in
Luka 21:11 “And great earthquakes shall be in diverse places, and famines, and pestilences; and fearful
sights and great signs shall there be from the shamayim; and the winters shall be severe.”
Which brings in another point, a tent in which you are able to bring in a small wood burning “stove” or
a stove made from a metal can, commonly called a “hobo stove”, this would make a great advantage.
But you must be careful not to burn down your shelter.
You can also use a regular tent for most occasions. But when the need for a fire inside your shelter
arises, you can build a “bush shelter” and bring the fire inside of it, without risking your main tent.

TENTS
At first, I was only going to carry a tarp. But after further consideration, I decided a tent would be a
better choice. But I decided to keep a tarp as additional supply, possibly to put under or over my tent,
or I can use it for a backup shelter. I did a lot of searching and research when looking for a tent. There is
a lot of terms you need to become familiar with, and what qualities make a tent a viable long term use
shelter. I quickly found that many small “backpack” type tents were sold out, no matter what store you
tried to get them from. Some of the more expensive tents were still
available, but most only held 1 to 2 people. Another problem that I ran
into was the color. It seemed most tents were bright colors like red,
yellow, or blue. After carefully considering all the factors and qualities
needed, and after about a month of searching. I finally found a tent
called the Eureka Assault Outfitter 4. This tent is a 4 person - 4 season
tent, which means it can be used year around. It has two large doors,
one front and one back, which can be opened for ventilation, plus two small vents inside. But they can
be completely closed up to block out all wind, which is great in cool or cold temps. It also has the main
tent body, then a large Fly which covers the entire tent for an additional layer of water protection. Plus
the fly creates a covered area in the front and back of the tent which can be used to keep equipment,
boots, or other items, covered, dry, and within reach. It has a high water resistance, even from wind
driven rain. A “bathtub” type floor prevents water from reaching the seam and leaking into the
interior. Half inch aluminum poles give it a sturdy frame that will hold up to storms and snow loads.
Also if a pole does break, unlike fiberglass poles, aluminum poles can be repaired. It is not the lightest
tent, but is far from the heaviest. It weighs in at just over 13lbs. But as stated before, this is consider a 4
person tent. For comfort, I suggest to view it as a 3 person tent, this will give everyone a little more
room, especially if additional materials or supplies is brought inside. In any case, the weight could be
divided up between several people if needed when carrying, but one person should be able to strap it
to their pack and carry if required. This tent commonly sells for just over $400. But I continued
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searching different stores and found a few with better prices. The lowest that I finally found was for
$289 from Dom’s Outdoor Outfitters. We ordered the tents and ground cover (piece that goes under the
tent for extra protection for the floor) and received them very quickly. Here is the link to their site and
the Eureka Assault Outfitter 4: http://domsoutdoor.com/Eureka-Assault-Outfitter-4-Tent/p/1-034881/

TARPS
Tarps are very multipurpose tools, and can be used for everything from a ground
cover, equipment cover, rain catch, wall/blind, etc etc. You can also choose to
carry a tarp for a shelter. In any situation or use, you need something that will
last. The cheap poly (plastic) tarps that you see at most stores, (although I also have
one of those as a secondary) will only last so long if used daily. But they are light
weight, and do have good uses. But my main tarp is a heavy duty “10 ounce” industrial grade cotton
duck tarp. These wear much longer, and can take a beating. Also the sun does not deteriorate them like it
does to poly plastic tarps. But they do have one drawback, they are heavy to carry. I have a 10 x 12 (9x11
finished size) and I guess it weighs about 10-12 lbs. It is also very thick when folded up, but it makes a
nice pad between my back and the backpack frame  With a tarp and some string/rope, I can make a
quick shelter. Also if I build a bush shelter I can use the tarp as a roof, or additional layer of the roof to
seal out water. If needed, it can even act as an additional cover for my tent. Here is a site I just came
across showing a couple tarp shelters: http://www.m4040.com/Survival/Skills/Shelter/TarpShelter.htm

BUSH SHELTERS
If you are going to stay in one area for a while, and you have some time, you can also build shelters
from what Yahuah has provided in nature. I cannot explain all the details on how to build these
shelters, but you can search on YouTube & Google as there are many
survival websites which do go into detail about different types of
shelters. Plus as you build them, you will find your own ways of
customizing them to help your needs. One site which I found
interesting was:
http://www.survivaltopics.com/survival/debris-hut/ and you can see a
photo of one the shelters they show which is called a
Debris Hut. This one has the addition of using a tarp as an extra layer
of water protection.
Debris Hut from Survival Topics.com

Main Tools
Good Multi-Tool: There are many multi-tools on the market, but remember
in a survival situation if a tool breaks, you don’t have a means to replace it.
So after doing a lot of research, for me one brand stood out, Leatherman
Tools. After reviewing all the models, and a lot of searching, I was able to
find the Leatherman Surge. I chose it because of its heavy duty construction
with a broad collection tools. My second choice would have been the
Leatherman Wave.
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Axe: An Axe is an essential tool. You will be using it for everything from fire wood, to building your
shelter. A full size Axe is a little large and heavy, so I chose a light Axe. It is only 2 ¼ lbs head, with a
shorter handle. If you want something even smaller, at least get a good hatchet. A full size axe is not a
bad idea either, it’s heavier weight means you won’t expend as much energy chopping or cutting, as
the axe will hit harder and do more of the work for you, when compared to a light axe or hatchet. In
any case, make sure one side is blunt as you can use it for a hammer instead of needing a separate tool.
Knives: A good knife is a mainstay and very essential tool. You should have several knives, from a
strong fixed blade knife, to a folding or pocket knife. If one breaks or is lost, you need to have
backups. You also need some way of sharpening your knives. A compact ceramic or diamond
sharpener is a good choice. If you are good with a sharpening stone, then that is also a good choice.
Fine grit sandpaper, with a little practice, is an excellent way for a fast edge. Again, it would be best
to have a couple different ways to sharpen your knives, in case something breaks or is lost.
Folding Shovel: Used for everything from digging a fire pit, to digging for plant roots, to even shelter
building. A good all purpose tool. Every person doesn’t need one, but at least a couple in a group.
Windup-Solar Powered Radio: Once you are in the wilderness, it would be
good if you had a way to hear any possible communications that were being
broadcast. After doing a lot of searching, I narrowed it down to a radio with
the most possible combined features & frequencies that I was able to find.
The Kaito KA500 Voyager Solar and Crank Radio has AM/FM, NOAA, &
Short Wave. Here is the link with full specs: http://www.21st-centurygoods.com/products/Kaito-KA500-Voyager-Solar-and-Crank-Radio-with-USB-Cell-Phone-Charger.html

Solar Panel: Portable Solar Panels give you the ability to take the sun’s energy and convert it into
useable power. A good flexible fold up solar panel will give you the ability to charge batteries for
small devices, such as: flash lights, radios, rechargeable hair clippers, tools, and much more. If you
get a larger higher wattage solar panel, you can get more power to charge larger devices, and do it in
a much shorter period of time. Another good advantage a solar panel will give is the ability to
recharge your vehicle’s battery. Without an A/C power source, this will be the only way to re-charge
your vehicles battery if the need arises. The same website that has the radio on the previous page,
also carries several different flexible solar panels and their required accessories.
http://www.21st-century-goods.com/categories/Solar/Flexible-Solar-Panels/?sort=bestselling \
Also here is the website where we purchased our Low Self Discharge Rechargeable Batteries.
Here is the link to the page which explains some about the Low Self Discharge battery:
http://www.all-battery.com/nimh_centura_list.aspx
But for the best prices, click on this link for “Battery Saving Combos” page, as you can save $ by buying
packs of 12-24 batteries. This page contains at least three different batty types. Look for the Low Self
Discharge Batteries which are White and Green in color (the white and blue are not the low self discharge)
http://www.all-battery.com/batterysavingcombos.aspx
Remember you will also need a charger! Preferably one that can charge all types: AA, AAA, 9v Etc. Such as
this one http://www.all-battery.com/bc1hu110-240vuniversalfastsmartchargerforallbatteries.aspx Don’t forget
the “car” cigarette lighter power adapter, you will need that to connect the charger to your solar panel.
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Handheld Two-Way Radio’s: When these things happen, cell phones and similar devices will no
longer function. You will need a way to communicate with the members of your group, because there
will be times that each person will have to leave camp. Also if someone gets separated or lost, they
would need to be able to contact the other members of the group. A two way radio would give you
this ability. In researching different types of radios, the best type of standalone handheld radio that I
have found is what is called a UHF/VHF Dual Band Handheld. The dual band give you more
flexibility in the radios operation. If one band does not work, or doesn’t work well, in the terrain you
are in, then you can switch over and try the other band. These radios also should have a good
distance reach. There are many different types and brands of the Dual Band handheld radios on the
market. But they basically start out at approx $125 a pair. And for the main best known brands, like
Yaesu, they start out around $149 Each.
Now having said that, there is one other less expensive option. And that is the FMS/GMRS Handheld
Radios that you can buy at many retail stores, also known as Walkie Talkies. However these do have
several drawbacks. The first major drawback is their transmitting and receiving distance. If you have
ever purchased a set of walkie talkie radios, you know that the distance listed on the package is a
joke. So understand that if it states they are 35 mile radios, expect them to only reach approx 2 to
maybe 3 miles (3.2 – 4.8 km) in most real life situation. Another problem is usually battery life. Even
with the rechargeable battery packs, most models only last a few hours. So having an extra set of
batteries is a must. Some models can use multiple batter sources, besides their rechargeable battery
packs, they can also run AA batteries, which makes it easier and cheaper to have a back up batteries.
This is another reason to have rechargeable batteries, charger, and a solar panel.

VEHICLE & TRAILER/STORAGE
A Vehicle is going to be an essential tool to have, not only for transportation, but to carry additional
family members and supplies. However there are things to consider. I know most people will just
have to use whatever vehicle they currently have. But there are points that must be considered. Will
your vehicle carry the number of people that will be going with you when Yahuah saids “GO”? Will
you have to take multiple vehicles? Can your vehicle go off road? What fuel range does your vehicle
have, and how much additional fuel can you carry? Do you have a trailer to carry additional supplies
and materials, such as additional fuel and your food storage?
If you are considering what vehicle to use, or if you are thinking of purchasing a vehicle to use for
this purpose. There are a few suggestions: A Good 4x4 older (1979 or before) off road capable Truck,
as you can carry supplies or people in the bed. I say 1979 or before, because they do not have the
computers, sensors, and electronics that new vehicles have. The electronics on newer vehicles are
prone to damage and can disable a vehicle completely. Plus if there is an EMP (Electro Magnetic
Pulse) event, either from the sun in the form of a powerful solar flare, or a nuclear or EMP Bomb, or
other similar event, all vehicles that are hit with the emp which have computers will stop dead
where ever they are. Now you know why the government run the “Cash for Clunkers” program at
least three times in an attempt to get rid of as many of the older vehicles as possible. For all of the
people who literally don’t have the resources to get a vehicle that doesn’t have computers and such,
the only thing I can say is I pray that Yahuah protects and keeps your vehicle from any damage. Also
a cargo rack that bolts into the hitch, or better yet a box trailer, that you can lock, which has been
raised for off road use, would be a good initial resource to have to carry additional supplies and fuel.
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If you happen to already own (as a few people do for different reasons)
or if you are looking to purchase a vehicle. Another option is a military
Deuce and Half (M35A2 or M35A3). Although this seems to be “over the
top” it really isn’t. This vehicle is designed to haul people and/or
supplies. There are fold down benches in the back that can be used to
carry a group of people, family, etc. You can also haul supplies, and an
extra fuel tank, and if the bed isn’t enough space you can also add a trailer. This truck has a 50 gallon
fuel tank, and depending on the model, you will have a range of 300-500 miles with that tank alone. If
you add several large tanks, like good fuel oil tanks, or build a tank with a capacity of at least 250+
gallons. You can carry it in the bed behind the cab and extend your
range a great distance. Plus, you can acquire fuel from difference
sources if you have the right pumps and tools, depending on the
catastrophe and situation. Also these vehicles do not have computers
or sensors, so they are not prone to electronic damage or emp type
events. These vehicles were also built for on road and off road rough
terrain use. They can also go through flooded areas or across small
rivers and creeks with out to much of a problem.
Any vehicle that does not have the computers and sensors, should survive without too much of a
problem. But not matter what vehicle you have, you should have some basic extra parts, such as:
Alternator, starter, rebuild kits for both if available, starter solenoids, and other small essential
electronic items needed to start and run a vehicle.
No matter what vehicle you have, you need to carry an extra fully charged battery(s), and a set of
good quality jumper cables. If you need to jump your vehicle, you can use the extra battery as the
“jumper”. Also you will want to switch out the extra battery with the one in your vehicle every so
often to keep them both in good shape. You would also have to charge your extra battery off the solar
panel every few days to keep it in good condition, and charged up. You may even want to go to an
auto parts store, and ask them if they carry battery acid in a box. It’s cheap, and if your battery goes
bad, sometimes you can drain it and refill it with acid and water, then recharge (solar panel) and it
will work again.
Speaking about a trailer, depending on your situation and how much you need or want to carry. A
trailer can add a good amount of storage. It can be used for Bulk Food Supplies, water
(55 gallon barrel(s) if possible), equipment (like tents, packs, etc) and other supplies,
additional fuel (100+ gallons), and other tools. I don’t care what kind a vehicle you have, in my
opinion, you should have at least a 150 gallons of extra fuel. If your vehicle is larger, like a large truck
or a deuce, if you can carry 250 gallons it would give you a great asset, and give your vehicle a much
larger range and running time.
You also need tools to be able to do basic repairs on your vehicle and equipment. You could also add
a small generator to give you the ability to run electric tools and other supplies. Other good supplies
to have is things like bolt cutters, gloves, leather gloves, 110v welder (runs off generator), small and
large channel lock pliers, general hand tools, and even a small set of propane torches. Tools are
always a great asset to have in any situation. Prioritize your tools by the amount of space you have,
make sure to cover all the basics plus the needful essentials if at all possible. You don’t know what
you may need the ability to do once in a situation.
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The Basic Supply “Short” List
On the next page is a list of basic supplies that I have come up with, note that some of the things we
have discussed is not on this “basic” list. I made this so you can print it and take the next page with
you when you are purchasing your supplies. This is by no means a complete list of everything you
need. I made this list as a tool and a help to get you thinking in the right direction. It’s just a basic
supply list, as these are supplies that every person will need access to. But I may have forgotten to
add some items, or you may have some items that are specific to your needs that you can add to this
list. So be prepared to do your own research and make sure you get everything you and your family
needs. If you print this list on the next page, you can turn it over and write down the items and ideas
that you think of. With this preparation, and more so once you are in the wilderness, you will really
have to use your head and think things through. Try to get items that can cover multiple uses, but at
the same time work well. Just because something is supposed to do the job of 5 items, doesn’t mean
it will do any or all of those jobs well.
Again many of these items listed on the next page which have the “ * ”, you only need 1 or 2 of that
item for your entire family or group, like shovels and axes. This is done for weight dispersion, and
the ability to carry alternate items. For example, one person carries an axe, while another carries a
shovel, and so forth.

~ Continues on Next Page ~
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BE PREPARED “GRAB & GO” SURVIVAL PACK: BASIC SUPPLY SHORT LIST
ESSENTIALS: Military Back-Pack Built on Frame for Support & Long Distance Travel
Needs Rifle Holster or at least be able to Strap the Rifle to the Side of the Pack
Military or Very Good Hiking Boots – Need to be Water Proof & not made of pig

Hunting/Defense:

Other Supplies:

Hand Gun (i.e. 9mm, .45, etc )

Reusable Fire Starters – i.e. Fire Steel Sparker,
Magnesium Sticks, magnifying glass, etc

Positioned in an “Easy to Grab” Waist, Shoulder,
Front, or Side Holster
Needs to be for Hunting at Longer to Short Range

Do Not rely upon a gas lighter or matches, as gas runs
out and matches get wet, broken, and run out. - Could
have good bic lighter as additional

Ammo

Tarp - You can use to make a quick shelter, like with trash

Rifle (i.e. SKS, AR15, etc)
For All of Your Guns - In Sealed Water Tight Dry
Packages Need Qty but remember weight is an issue

bag only much stronger, improve a shelter’s water-proofness

Knife – A Knife is a MUST Have Essential! It is a tool

M.R.E. Entrée – The Entrée is much smaller and costs

which you can use in all parts of survival. You need
to have several knives, in case one get broke or lost.

Machete

a lot less than an entire MRE. Allowing you to carry
many more of them. 12-14 Entrees would equal about
the size of just 2 MRE meals. But you must boil water in
your canteen cup or metal container to heat them if you
want them hot, however you can eat them at room
temperature if needed.
Other Foods – such as Beef Jerky, Dried Fruit,
canned foods, Family Pack sized Tuna in the soft
aluminum/plastic packs, possibly even pasta.

Short/Light Axe or at least a Hatchet*

Bungee Cord* and/or Nylon String – “Catfish Line”

Hand Saw* - A compact non-powered/hand powered

is a much larger roll and has greater tensile strength
New Rope – Get at least 100lb+ strength

Hardware:
Pocket Knife
Quality Multi-Tool

“chain saw” is the best type that I have found. Be careful with
“cable” type cutting tools, the cables can break easily if not a
good quality.

550 cord - aka Parachute cord Small & Has Many Uses

Military Folding Shovel/Pick Combo Tool*

Medicated Foot Powder – Helps to keep feet dry

Canteen – Metal is best, but plastic works just be

Emergency “Space” Blanket Small & Has Many Uses

careful not to crack or break.

Mess Kit & Utensils– Gives you something to

Roll of Heavy Duty Trash Bags Small & Has Many Uses

cook and eat out of.

Crank Up Flashlight allows you to recharge by cranking
Compass* Depends on the Shifts in Earth’s Magnetic Field

Clothing & Related:
Sleeping Bag and/or Wool Blankets
Several Pairs of Good Quality Dry Socks

Compact First Aid Kit* - These Resources Can be
Very Useful for Injuries & Much More
Make a Kit Yourself or Buy One. But make sure it
Includes or You Add Other Items Such As: Needles,
Nylon Clear “Plastic” Thread for stitches, butterfly
closures, gauze, alcohol, Vaseline, cotton balls, etc.

A must to stop foot fungus

Clothes – Camo or Earth Tone Colors
* Only Need 1 or 2 of this Item Per Group
Remember: Weight is a Big Factor, as You have to Carry this pack, possibly for long distances, so keep this in
mind with your supplies verses what you are able to carry.
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GENERAL SUPPLY SITES:
I have spent the past several months and many hours on the internet trying to find the best places to
order things from, instead of ordering from 50 different places. I have ordered from several sites, but
mainly I found three that has a good amount of the Equipment supplies needed. Again whatever you
can find locally is best and the quickest. But if you just can’t find it anywhere else, here are a few
suggestions, but you will have to look the sites through thoroughly. As everything might not be in
the category you expect, or the “search” features may not work as well as it should. Also I have just
added several Bulk Food and Grain Sites. Along with food, you also must remember and think about
your water supply. If you have a vehicle with a trailer, this again is will be helpful, as you will have
the ability to carry some clear drinking/cooking water with you. Also, you will need a way to purify
water, and you can refill your storage containers when you come to a good water source. A lot of
thought and planning has to be done when understanding what is needed. No one can be sure of
everything that will be needed for us to serve Yahuah, but we can do like Moshe told Pharoah in
Shemoth 10:25-26 and take everything with us that we are able.

JOE’S ARMY NAVY
HTTP://WWW.JOESARMYNAVYONLINE.COM

HASSAYAMPA MILITARY SURPLUS
HTTP://WWW.SHOP.HASSAYAMPASURPLUS.COM

ALLEGHENY SURPLUS OUTLET
HTTP://WWW.ALLEGHENYWHOLESALE.COM

CHEAPER THAN DIRT – THIS IS A GREAT SITE FOR GUNS, GOOD PRICES ON AMMO, & RELATED ITEMS
PLUS CAMPING & SURVIVAL, KATADYN POCKET WATER MICROFILTER, AND MUCH MORE.
HTTP://WWW.CHEAPERTHANDIRT.COM

EMERGENCY ESSENTIALS – FOOD, WHOLE WHEAT GRAINS USED FOR GRINDING INTO FLOUR, BEANS,
RICE, FOOD STORAGE, WATER STORAGE, WONDER MILL ELECTRIC GRAIN MILL, AND MUCH MORE.
HTTP://BEPREPARED.COM

PLEASANT HILL GRAIN – CORN, BERKLEY VOLUME WATER PURIFIERS, COUNTRY LIVING HAND MILL
HTTP://WWW.PLEASANTHILLGRAIN.COM/
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GET PREPARED…
In closing, I pray that this has been a help, and that you will be ready for the things that are coming.
And I pray that Yahuah will lead you and guide you during these days of our Exodus, the 2nd Exodus
of Yisrael. And to keep kol Remnant Yisrael safe during this time of trouble that is upon this earth.
I pray that we all make to Eretz Yisrael/The Land of Yisrael one day soon, to fulfill what is written
and promised to Avraham, to take the Full Land and be with Yahushua ha Moshiach at His Return.
Many things are going to happen, many catastrophes and events. But we must keep our eyes upon
Yahauh as He is our Only Refuge and Protection.
Selah (Pause & Think About it),
Shalom Alcheim Yahushua Ha Moshiach Baruch Beshem!
(May Peace and Blessings be upon you in Yahushua the Moshiachs Blessed Name!)

Yahushua ben Moshe Eliyahu
E-mail: yahushua@yhrim.com
Our Website: www.YHRIM.com
"No Scripture Ever Contradicts another Scripture, if it seems to we just need to adjust our perspective until we can see them
clearly. Unless you can use All of Yahuahs Word without throwing any out, you can't Teach that subject Fully or Correctly."
Ahmos /Amos 9:9-11 "For, see, I will command, and I will sift Beit Yisrael among all nations, like corn is sifted in a sieve, yet
the least kernel of grain shall not fall upon the earth. 10 All the sinners of My people shall die by the sword, who say, The evil shall
not overtake nor find us. 11 In that day I will raise up the Sukkah of Dawid that has fallen, and close up the breaches of it; and I
will raise up its ruins, and I will rebuild it as in the days of old:”
Luka/Luke 21:28 “And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your
Geulah/Redemption draws near.”

